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ABSTRACT
The abundance of methane has made its direct conversion to chemicals one of the main topics
in hydrocarbon research for several decades. A promising route for the direct conversion of
methane is via the methane oxychlorination (MOC) reaction over EuOCl. This reaction offers
good catalytic performances with high chloromethane selectivities (> 50%) and methane
conversion levels (> 30%) at moderate reaction temperatures (~425 °C). The MOC reaction is
exothermic and therefore the local temperature of the catalyst can deviate from the set
temperature. Monitoring the temperature is important for investigation of the thermodynamics
and kinetics of the reaction, stability of the catalyst, and early detection of thermal runaway. In
this thesis we use luminescence band shape thermometry to determine the local temperature of
our EuOCl catalyst during the MOC reaction. Luminescence band shape thermometry is a noninvasive, cheap, and practical technique with high thermal stability and therefore ideal for
temperature monitoring during the MOC reaction. In an inert environment, temperature
determination with the 5D1/ 5D0 luminescence intensity ratio of europium was accurate. The
5
D1/ 5D0 luminescence intensity ratio was however not only temperature dependent, but also
changed drastically and irreversibly upon bulk chlorination of EuOCl under MOC reaction
conditions. At reaction temperatures of ≥ 475 °C bulk chlorination was significantly reduced,
and the local temperature was accurately determined. The temperature increase observed
during the MOC reaction scaled proportionally with the reaction gas concentrations. The
maximum temperature increase was ~+6 °C and temperature changes were reproducible. Under
isothermal conditions (475 °C), dilution of the gas feed with helium (~110 °C) resulted in
cooling of the catalyst bodies and no signs of thermal runaway were observed during MOC.
The method used for luminescence thermometry enables local temperature determination in
the absence of dopant thermometer particles. Additionally, temperature determination in closer
proximity to the active site of the catalyst could be possible compared to the use of dopant
thermometer particles. Investigation of the bifunctional use of other lanthanide-based catalyst
can be interesting when temperature effects can be separated from other effects. This could
increase the accuracy of temperature measurements, while reducing the costs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The activation of methane plays a key role in securing the supply of energy, chemicals and
fuels in the future.1,2 Methane is the principal component of natural gas and biogas.
Furthermore, it can be found in crystalline hydrates located in many oceans and permafrost
areas.2 This abundance of methane has made its conversion to chemicals one of the main topics
in hydrocarbon research for several decades.1 However, selective activation of the inert C-H
bonds in alkanes, and especially methane, is difficult due to their high chemical stability.3 The
high chemical stability of methane and other alkanes can be explained according to their
electronic structure. Alkanes have an equal number of valence electrons; lone pairs and empty
orbitals are absent. On top of that, the low polarity, high binding energy of the C-H bond (100
kcal/mol) and steric hindrance of the tetrahedral arrangement result in low reactivity.4 The use
of an electrophilic halogen or halogen compound for methane activation results in the
formation of halogenated methyl products.2,3 Although methane can react with all halogens
forming halogenated products, only the reaction with chlorine and bromine are of practical
interest for large-scale processes. Especially the production of chloromethane is of great
interest due to its chemical analogy with methanol.2,5 Currently, chloromethane is produced on
a large-scale via the thermal chlorination of methane using chlorine gas (eq. 1).2,3
CH! (g) + Cl" (g) → CH# Cl(g) + HCl (g)

[1]

During this radical gas-phase reaction with Cl2, HCl is formed as a byproduct. Although, the
field of application of HCl is extremely wide, supply and demand are not balanced.6–11
Especially the fast growing demand for polyurethanes and polycarbonates has resulted in
additional formation of HCl as by-product.12 Comparison of production and demand for HCl
shows that about 15% of the by-product HCl is used in production, 45% is sold to consumers,
and 30% has no sales.13 Disposal of this 30% is costly and therefore alternative sustainable
routes for the use of HCl are needed.12 A possible route, which has been under investigation
for two centuries, is the gas phase oxidation of HCl with air or oxygen first established by
Henry Deacon in 1870.12 The so-called Deacon reaction is an attractive route for the chlorine
recovery due to its low electrical power and thermal requirements and its relative ease of
application. The Deacon process is reversible, exothermic and proceeds via (eq. 2):14
4HCl (g) + O" (g) ↔ 2Cl" (g) + 2H" O (g) (DrH = -28.4kJ mol-1 HCl)

[2]

A newer promising route for the use of by product HCl is the direct production of
chloromethanes from methane via the Methane Oxychlorination (MOC) reaction.15–20
CH! (g) + ½O" (g) + HCl(g) → CH# Cl (g) + H" O(g) (DrH = -157.6 kJ mol-1 at 500 °C) [3]
The selectivity to methyl chloride (CH3Cl) is usually low as the incorporation of each
successive chlorine increases the reactivity of the product.21 The MOC reaction however offers
a relatively high selectivity to the desired product, while being performed under moderate
reaction conditions (1 bar, < 500 °C) in the presence of a catalyst.1 A challenge lies at higher
conversion rates as the formation of CO and CO2 via the destructive adsorption of CHxCl4-x
and the formation of CO2 due to methane combustion pose a problem for the selectivity of the
reaction.3,5,22 Lercher et al.3 were the first to report on a lanthanide-based catalyst for the MOC
reaction forming CH3Cl. Using a LaCl3-based catalyst and high CH4 concentrations, to limit
conversion, a high selectivity (73%) towards CH3Cl was achieved, while limiting the CH2Cl2
selectivity (18%). However, only at low conversion levels (<10%) these high selectivities could
be obtained. Recent work by Terlingen et al.5 has shown that lanthanide (III) oxide chloride
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catalysts have great potential for the MOC reaction. EuOCl is the most promising of those
catalyst as very high conversion levels (> 30%) and high selectivity towards chloromethane (>
50%) can be reached at moderate reaction temperatures (~425 °C). Operando Raman
spectroscopy revealed that the chlorination of the catalyst was the rate limiting step over
EuOCl. Therefore, increasing HCl concentration from 10% to 60% at 450 °C resulted in a
drastic decrease in CO selectivity (30% to 15%) and an increase in CH4 conversion (11% to
24%). Apart from the HCl concentration, the activity is also strongly dependent on the
temperature. At 80% HCl concentration a maximum conversion of 42% could be reached at
505 °C. The oxychlorination cycle over EuOCl is expected to be similar to that over LaOCl
and thus consists of 3 key reaction steps: (I) chlorination of the catalyst (eq. 4), (II) activation
of Cl by dissociative addition of oxygen and (III) chlorination of methane, also-called
dechlorination of the catalyst (eq. 5).3,21 Figure 1 shows the MOC reaction mechanism over
EuOCl.
EuOCl (s) + 2 HCl (g) à EuCl3 (s) + H2O (g) (DrH = -110kJ mol-1 at 500 °C)

[4]

EuCl3 (s) + CH4 (g) + ½O2 (g) à
EuOCl (s) + CH3Cl (g) + HCl (g) (DrH = -72kJ mol-1 at 500 °C)

[5]

The chlorination and dechlorination of EuOCl are both exothermic reactions and therefore the
local temperature of the catalyst (Tlocal) is expected to be higher than the set temperature (Tset)
(Fig. 1). This temperature difference can affect the kinetics, thermodynamics, and stability of
the catalyst.

Figure 1. MOC cycle over EuOCl consisting of 3 steps: (I) chlorination of the catalyst, (II) activation of chlorine by oxygen
and (III) chlorination of methane (dechlorination of the catalyst). Chlorination and dechlorination of the catalyst are
exothermic the local temperature (Tlocal) can therefore be higher compared to the set temperature of the oven (Tset).

When operating an exothermic reaction, the risk of thermal runaway is always present and
causes both safety and economic risk. Therefore, constant monitoring of the temperature is
required. Thermal runaway begins when the produced heat exceeds the removed heat. Due to
the rising temperature the activity of the reaction increases causing even more surplus heat,
which can eventually lead to loss of control over the reaction.23,24 Temperature monitoring is
not only required for safety concerns, but also important for optimization of a reaction. When
temperature is heterogeneously distributed through a reactor, reactions conditions can differ
from optimal conditions reducing catalyst performances.25
An ideal thermometer for the monitoring of temperature during a reaction should be noninvasive, have a high thermal stability and should function in a cheap and practical manner.26
5

A technique that ticks all those boxes is luminescence thermometry.27 Luminescence
thermometry uses a certain temperature dependent luminescence parameter (spectral
position28,29, band shape25,30,31, band width32,33, peak intensity34, polarization or lifetimes30,32)
to determine and monitor the temperature of the catalyst. In this study, we focus on band shape
thermometry, the intensity ratio between two peaks, to monitor the local temperature of our
EuOCl catalyst during the MOC reaction. The luminescent Eu3+ center functions both as a
catalyst and as a thermometer. This is different from the common method for nano thermometry
where the catalyst is doped with thermometer particles. The absence of additional thermometer
dopants reduces the distance between the thermometer particle and active site. Therefore, the
temperature of the active catalyst can be monitored more locally and in the absence of dopants.
In this new method, the thermometer particles are not inert during the MOC reaction and
therefore the effect of MOC reaction conditions on the reliability of the thermometer is
important. This study first shows the viability of EuOCl as a thermometer under inert
conditions. Then, the reaction condition boundaries for reliable temperature measurements
during the MOC reaction are described, especially the limitation of bulk chlorination is
important. Finally, the established boundaries for reliable temperature measurements during
the MOC reaction are applied to study the effect of the reaction gas mixture on the formed
reaction heat and to study the reproducibility of the temperature measurements.
2 THEORY
2.1 Luminescence thermometry
The word luminescence is based on the latin word lumen, which means light, and was first used
in 1888 by the German physicist, Eilhardt Wiedemann.35,36 In luminescence, electrons are
excited from the ground state to an excited state by some external excitation source. Hereafter,
photons are emitted, with an energy equal to the gap between the two states, upon falling back
to the ground state.36 The properties of the emitted photons depend on the properties of those
energy states involved in the emissions. Therefore, measuring the emission of emitted photons
can give information about the emitter.27 Lanthanide-based materials are well-known
luminescent materials because of the interesting photoluminescent properties lanthanide ions
have to offer. The lanthanide series is characterized by the partially filled 4f orbitals of its
trivalent ions, [Xe]5s25p64f0 (for La3+) to 4f14 (for Lu3+). Upon irradiation with UV, several of
these lanthanides emit in the visible or near-infrared spectral regions. The color of the emitted
light depends on the respective lanthanide ion.37 The 4f-orbitals of these lanthanides are
shielded by the more outlying filled 5s and 5p orbitals. Electrons in the 4f-orbitals do therefore
not participate in chemical bonding and emission from these levels are relatively insensitive to
the chemical environment. The emission spectra of lanthanides are characterized by sharp
peaks and emissions are very similar in different environments.
The origin of these emission spectra is found in the energy levels of the electron configuration
of these lanthanides (Fig. 2). These, in turn, are dependent on the kinetic energy of the
electrons, the interaction between the 4f-electrons, core electrons and the nucleus.26,38 The total
coulombic energy is dependent on the distribution of electrons over the different orbitals. A
different distribution of electrons over the orbitals results in a different coulombic energy and
therefore the energy levels are split into a multitude of different energy levels. Additionally,
the energy levels are further split due to spin-orbit interaction, which accounts for the coupling
of the spin angular momentum and the orbital angular momentum.38 This phenomenon
describes the electromagnetic interaction between the electron’s magnetic dipole, orbital
motion and the electrostatic field of the positively charged nucleus.39 The splitting of energy
levels and the insensitive nature of the lanthanides, due to 4f shielding, result in characteristic
energy levels for each of the lanthanides. The energy level diagrams of all these trivalent
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lanthanide ions combined was published in 1968 by Dieke et al.40 and is referred to as a ‘Dieke
diagram’. The energy levels of interest for europium in this study are shown in figure 2.
Transitions between energy levels are possible through the absorption or emission of a photon.
As these transitions between energy levels in a lanthanide are characteristic for that lanthanide
so is the luminescence spectrum.

Figure 2. The energy level splitting of the 4f orbitals of europium due to coulombic interaction and spin-orbit coupling. The
two thermally coupled states of europium, 5D1 and 5D0, are shown with the important transitions from these levels.

A number of these lanthanides have energy levels that are so close together that thermal energy
is sufficient for fast relaxation between the two states (∆E < 2000 cm-1), so-called thermally
coupled states.41 In the case of europium, these states are the 5D1 and 5D0 excited states (Fig.
2, red box). The population distribution between the two states is strongly temperature
dependent. When the lower energy excited state (5D0) is populated due to an optical excitation
from the ground state, this population is thermally redistributed to a slightly higher energy
excited state (5D1).27 Note that in reality the 5D1 level is triple degenerate, in this case however
a simple 2 level system is assumed. The population in the higher-energy state, in a steady state
condition, is given by (eq. 6):27
𝑁$%& = 𝑁$%' 𝑒

(

∆"
#$ %

[6]

With N5D0 the population of the 5D0 level, ∆E the energy difference between the two coupled
states, 5D0 and 5D1, kB the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Since the emission
intensity from an energy level is proportional to the population in the respective level, both
energy levels, contribute to the luminescence spectrum. The intensity of the corresponding deexcitation, also called emission, from the excited level to the ground state, Ii, is given by (eq.
7):27
𝐼) = 𝜑) 𝑁)

[7]
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With 𝜑 a constant with a value depending on geometrical factors as well as on intrinsic
properties of the emitting state. Combining equation 6 and 7 and rewriting, gives the Boltzmann
equation (eq. 8):27
*&'(
*&')

Replacing the constant term
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with C we get the following relationship between

temperature, ∆E and the intensity ratio of the two thermally coupled states (eq. 9):
*&'(
*&')

=𝐶𝑒
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Thus, by experimental determination of the emissions from the two thermally coupled states
the temperature can be calculated. However, note that to reach Boltzmann equilibrium, thermal
energy should be sufficient to excite electrons over the energy difference ∆E and thus if ∆E
becomes too large or T too small, temperature determination is impossible as the population in
excited state 5D1 is near zero and the signal will be overshadowed by noise.26 On the other
hand, when ∆E is too small or T too large the thermal population in N5D1 is so high that it is
relatively unaffected by a change in T.42 Therefore, nano thermometers based on different
lanthanides, with different ∆E, have different temperature ranges in which they can be used.
At the top of the range measurements are precise but insensitive, while at the bottom of the
range measurements are sensitive but noisy.42
Another possible thermometry technique is spectral luminescence thermometry. This is based
on the analysis of the peak position of the emission lines. These spectral positions are
dependent on the energy separation between the two energy levels participating in the
transition, which in turn depend on a variety of different, temperature dependent, parameters
of the emitting material, including the refractive index and density of the material.27 As the
spectral position is dependent on temperature dependent parameters it will be temperature
dependent itself. Therefore, these shifts in spectral position due to changes in the temperature
can be exploited to determine the temperature of the material.27 The shift in thermal position is
dependent on the used material. Some materials will have a positive correlation between the
spectral position and the temperature, while other materials have a negative correlation. Dai et
al.28 showed that, not only the material, but also the particle size can result in an opposite
correlation. PbSe nanocrystals quantum dots with 3.9 nm particle size had a positive
correlation, while the same particles with a size of 6.9 nm showed a negative correlation.
Kolesnikov et al.29 also found uses for spectral luminescence thermometry using the rare earth
metal Erbium in YVO4:Er3+.
2.2 Nanothermometer performances
To describe the performances of a thermometer, two important parameters can be used, namely
the accuracy and sensitivity of the thermometer. The accuracy of a thermometer gives the
deviation between the true and the measured temperature, while the sensitivity describes how
strongly the temperature dependent parameter reacts to a change in temperature.43 The absolute
thermal sensitivity describes the absolute change in the temperature dependent parameter for a
variation in temperature and is given by (eq. 10):
𝑆- =

.L
./

[10]
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Where L is the temperature dependent parameter. L can change significantly based on the
chosen calculation procedure and therefore it is not a good measure to compare different
thermometers.29 A measure that can be used to compare the sensitivity of different
thermometers is the relative sensitivity, Sr (eq. 11):
𝑆0 =

& .L
L ./

[11]

In the case of a Boltzmann thermometer, based on the luminescence intensity ratio between
two thermally coupled states, equation 11 can be rewritten to (eq. 12):
𝑆0 =

∆2

[12]

3$ / +

The relative sensitivity of a Boltzmann thermometer shows the percentage change in the peak
intensity ratio for a 1K change in temperature at a particular temperature. It is completely
dependent on the ∆E value and thus depends on the used lanthanide ion.
The accuracy, or in other words the uncertainty in the measured temperature, of a thermometer
is highly dependent on the noise in the measurement. In the case of band shape nano
thermometry, the temperature is calculated by division of two peak areas, A and B. Both peaks
are subject to shot noise, or the so-called Poisson error, and therefore, so is the calculated
temperature. One of the two peaks will often be much smaller than the other and therefore will
have a much bigger impact on the uncertainty in the temperature (eq. 13):42
s/ =

3$ / +
∆2

&

&

74 + 5

[13]

The temperature uncertainty is related to the temperature, ∆E value and the intensity of the
peaks used for temperature determination. The temperature uncertainty can thus be minimized
by increasing the number of counts, this is possible due to increasing the integration time,
emission efficiency or the dopant concentration.42
2.3 Luminescence lifetimes
To understand the effect of temperature on the luminescence of lanthanides it is important to
know the processes that occur during excitation and emission of the electronic states of the
lanthanide.43 Electrons excited to an excited state decay at a rate (k), which is a combination of
radiative (kR) and non-radiative (kNR) decay processes (eq. 14):
𝑘 = 𝑘6 + 𝑘76

[14]

The inverse of this decay rate is the time constant 𝜏, also called the lifetime of the excited state
(eq. 15):
𝜏=3

&
,

9 3-,

[15]

Radiative processes occur due to the emission of a photon, while non-radiative processes occur
through the conversion to and loss of vibrational energy.43 This loss in luminescence intensity
due to non-radiative decay can occur through several processes, which are called ‘quenching’
processes. When the cause of quenching is a change in the temperature of the material it is
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called temperature quenching. Temperature quenching forms the basis of all sorts of nano
thermometry measurements. As radiative decay is temperature independent, while nonradiative decay is not, the latter can be used to describe the temperature effect on the
luminescence intensity.43
A common method to describe the effect of temperature on the non-radiative decay rate is
through the Mott-Seitz theory, which is based on a simple configuration coordinate model
consisting of parabolas shifting with respect to each other (Fig. 3).44 These parabolas each
represent the total energy of the system in either the ground or an excited state as a function of
the configuration coordinate r.43

Figure 3. Configurate coordinate model. (a) Small Δr results in a high activation energy (Ea) and thus an efficient emitter. (b)
Higher Δr results in a smaller Ea and thus more non-radiative decay (c) Δr is so large that all decay is non-radiative.

When an electron is excited from the ground state to the excited state (gray arrow) it can deexcite through the radiative (yellow arrow) or the non-radiative (red arrow) pathway depending
on the orientation and temperature of the system. When thermal energy is sufficient to excite
an electron over the activation energy, Ea, the electron can non-radiatively de-excite to the
ground state through the intersection of the parabolas S with the rate (eq. 16):
𝑘,: (𝑇) = 𝐴 ∗ 𝑒

(

./
#$ %

[16]

The non-radiative decay rate increases with a smaller Ea or when the temperature decreases.
Therefore, to achieve efficient luminescence and limit non-radiative decay at higher
temperatures, the emission center should have a configuration coordinate curve of the excited
state that lies within that of the ground state and thus a small Δr (Fig. 3b). Upon increasing the
absolute Δr of the emission center it becomes easier to reach S and thus non-radiative decay
increases compared to radiative decay. When the excited-state parabola lies outside of the
ground state parabola all radiation is expected to be non-radiative (Fig. 3c).45
Assuming that the curves of the excited state have a fixed shape and r, this model also describes
the different quenching rates of the different energy levels of the excited states (Fig. 4). When
the excited state moves to higher energies the activation energy needed to reach the intersection
S goes up and temperature quenching decreases.
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Figure 4. Configurate coordinate model with relatively big Δr showing that higher excited states have a bigger Ea and thus
quench relatively slower compared to lower lying excited states.

Although, this theory explains the quenching of broadband emissions with a large Δr
particularly well, it is less suitable for the narrow line f-emissions visible for the lanthanide
series with Δr = almost 0.43 According to this model, the intersection between the excited and
ground state for the lanthanides would be at very high energies and therefore temperature
quenching would be expected to be small. However, quenching for the lanthanide series at
higher temperatures is clearly visible.46 Additionally, quenching of the higher energy excited
states increases going to higher energies. This is opposite to the Mott-Seitz theory and thus
another explanation is needed.
One explanation could be through phonon emission to the lattice mode, called multiphonon
relaxation (Fig. 5a).43 By the emission of multiple phonons with an energy hv, the energy-gap
can be bridged non-radiatively. The rate of multiphonon emission decreases with the number
of phonons needed to bridge the gap and it is believed that multiphonon relaxation with more
than seven phonons are fairly probable.43,47 The maximum phonon energy is dependent on the
host lattice and can be determined by investigation of the highest peak in the Raman spectrum.
In the case of europium oxide chloride and europium chloride, the maximum phonon energy is
expected to be 500 – 600 cm-1 and 200 – 300 cm-1 respectively,48 the energy-gap between the
5
D1 and 5D0 energy level of 1780 cm-1 can therefore be bridged due to multiphonon relaxation
(Fig. 5a).49 However, multiphonon relaxation over the energy gap between the lowest lying
excited state and highest ground state in europium (5D0 -> 7F6) of approximately 12000 cm-1 is
very improbable as it would require at least 20 phonons.47 Non-radiative decay due to
multiphonon relaxation in europium crystals with low impurity concentrations is thus low.
However, if europium is incorporated in another crystal as a dopant or when impurity
concentrations are high, the lattice can have energy levels in between the 5D0 and 7F6 state.
This can reduce the number of phonons needed to bridge the gap and thereby increase the
probability of the non-radiative transition and quench radiative emission (Fig. 5a).
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Figure 5. (a) Energy level diagrams of EuOCl with (left) or without (right) energy levels in between 5D0 and 7F6 levels due to
impurities or host material. Multiphonon relaxation is improbable for pure EuOCl but is possible for doped europium or with
high impurity concentrations. (b) Configurate coordinate model for Lanthanide (Δr = 0), charge transfer state quenches
radiative decay through thermal assisted non-radiative decay via the intersection with the CTS to the lower excited state (5D0)
or the ground state (7F0). The activation energy for excitation into the CTS is lower for 5D1 (Ea2) compared to 5D0 (Ea1) and
therefore quenching of the radiative decay from the 5D1 level is stronger than from the 5D0 level.

A second possible pathway to explain the temperature quenching of lanthanides, which cannot
be explained by multiphonon relaxation, was first observed by Blasse et al.50 and involves the
role of the charge transfer state (CTS) in the temperature quenching of Eu3+- activated oxides.
A simplified representation of this phenomenon is given by Fonger et al.46 using a normalized
configuration coordinate diagram (Fig. 5b). When excitation occurs from the 5D states into the
CTS it can thermalize rapidly to the bottom of the CTS after which it can non-radiatively decay
to lower lying 5D states or the ground state via the intersection of the parabolas. For this
phenomenon to occur, the CTS should be positioned at relatively low energies so thermal
energy is sufficient to excite an electron from a 5D state to the intersection with the CTS. This
process can shift the 5D populations to lower 5D states or even back to the ground state. As
higher 5D states are positioned at higher energies and lie closer to the CTS (Ea1 > Ea2), emissions
from these states are quenched sequentially in the order 5D3, 5D2, 5D1, 5D0 with increasing
temperature. This quenching order indeed is a better representation of the experimental results
for the quenching of lanthanide excited-states compared to the explanation in figure 4.46
The opposite is also possible as the 5D states of europium, in activated oxides, can receive
energy via the CTS of the absorbing groups when their energy levels lie close together. To
reach high efficiencies for the Eu3+ luminescence, the absorption and energy transport in the
host lattice is important as the energy absorbed at the absorbing groups should be transferred
to the Eu3+ ion. Dexter et al.51 and Blasse and Bril50 have shown that this energy transfer from
absorbing groups to the rare earth ion is regulated by exchange processes and that the
probability of this transfer is dependent on orbital overlap between host lattice and Eu3+ ion.
They suppose that this overlap is strongly correlated with the angle between the center of the
absorbing group, the O2- ion and the rare earth ion. Therefore, exchange of energy from the
absorbing group via the O2- ion is dependent on the position of the CTS and thus the crystal
structure.50
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3 EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
3.1 Catalyst synthesis
The EuOCl catalyst under study was synthesized based on the method described by Lercher et
al.52 for the production of LaOCl. The europium (III) chloride salt (EuCl3 • 6H20, Alfa Aesar
99.9%) was dissolved in ethanol (absolute, VWR) followed by the dropwise addition of a small
excess ammonium hydroxide (Fischer Scientific, 25% in H2O) under rigorous stirring. The
precipitate was washed and centrifuged twice with ethanol using a Rotina 380 centrifuge
(Hettich) for 3:30 minutes at 3500 rpm. Finally, the obtained substance was dried for 3 hours
at 80 °C to evaporate the ethanol and then calcined for 3 hours at 500 °C in a static air oven
(Nabertherm) using a ramp rate of 5 °C/min. The calcined catalyst was pressed with a
mechanical press (Specac) at 6 bar and than sieved (Retsch) to obtain the right catalyst sieve
fraction (75 – 125 or 212 – 425 µm).
3.2 Catalyst characterization
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained with a Bruker-AXS D8 Advance Phaser
powder X-ray diffractometer in Bragg−Brentano geometry, using Cu Kα1,2 = 1.5406 Å,
operated at 40 kV. The measurements were carried out between 22 and 65° using a step size of
0.05° and a scan speed of 1 s, with a 2 mm slit for the source.
Operando photoluminescence spectra were collected using a 532 nm laser (AvaRaman-532
Hero-Evo) with a laser output of 50 mW and a spectral resolution of 10 cm-1. The laser was
equiped with an AvaRaman-PRB-FC-532 probe able to withstand temperatures of up to 500
°C. All spectra were collected using the Avasoft 8 software.
Transmission electron microscope images were taken on a FEI Tecnai 20 microscope operating
at 200kV.
3.3 Catalytic testing
All operando photoluminescence experiments were performed in a lab scale continuous-flow
fixed-bed quartz reactor. In most experiments the quartz reactor was filled with ~500 mg of the
EuOCl catalyst. The reactor was placed in the middle of the oven with the laser aimed at the
middle of the catalyst inside the reactor.
Operando photoluminescence spectra were collected every 30 seconds by tuning the number
of averages, while the integration time was set to ensure sufficient, but not saturated, signal
(atleast 50% of saturation value). Collected spectra were converted from wavelength to
wavenumber, baseline corrected, normalized and the 5D0 peaks were deconvoluted using
python (S2 and S4). Reaction conditions during experiments were controlled with lab view
linked to the heat tracing (West 6100+) and EL Flow mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst),
connected to the individual gasses (N2, O2, HCl, CH4 and He). The chlorination of the catalyst
was performed at 350 °C, dechlorination at 500 °C and oxychlorination experiments at 475 °C.
Heating of the catalyst was done at a ramp speed of 15 °C/min under N2 flow of 20 ml/min.
During dechlorination and oxychlorination experiments, the amount of formed products were
measured with a Trace 1300 Gas Chromatograph (Thermo Scientific, GAS) using the
Chromeleon console software and nitrogen as internal standard.
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To monitor the local temperature of our EuOCl catalyst during the MOC reaction, it is
important to establish boundary conditions under which temperature measurements are
reliable. To find such conditions, first the synthesized EuOCl catalyst was characterized to
check whether the correct catalyst was synthesized. Then, the thermometer performances of
the synthesized catalyst in an inert environment were analyzed. Followed by the investigation
of the effect of MOC reaction conditions on those thermometer performances. Tuning the
operating conditions led to boundary conditions under which these effects were minimized,
and temperature measurements were possible. With the established boundary conditions the
temperature was monitored during several MOC experiments to study the effect of the reaction
gas concentrations and the effect of the cold inflow of reaction gasses on the local temperature
of the catalyst.
4.1 Catalyst characterization
The synthesized europium catalyst was characterized by comparing its XRD pattern with that
of reference EuOCl (ICDD 04-009-9660) and reference EuCl3 • 6H2O (ICDD 01-083-9965)
patterns (Fig. 6). The diffractogram clearly shows all of the EuOCl reference peaks with high
intensity. EuOCl was thus synthesized with high purity.

Figure 6. X-ray diffraction pattern of synthesized EuOCl catalyst together with EuOCl and EuCl3 • 6H2O references. The
pattern of the synthesized catalyst matches well with the EuOCl reference.

4.2 EuOCl as thermometer in inert environment
Before temperature measurements with EuOCl under MOC reaction conditions were studied,
the viability of EuOCl as a thermometer under inert environment was investigated. A viable
band shape thermometer shows Boltzmann equilibrium between its two thermally coupled
states. Therefore, all peaks of the luminescence emission spectrum of EuOCl were assigned to
either 5D0 or 5D1 transitions. Then, a viable (group of) peak(s) was chosen for both the 5D0 and
5
D1 intensity. Finally, the 5D1/5D0 luminescence intensity peak ratio was calculated at
temperatures ranging from 300 to 500 °C to make a calibration for the 5D1/5D0 ratio versus the
temperature in an inert environment.
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Figure 7 shows the luminescence emission spectrum of EuOCl at 300 and 500 °C. The peaks
in the spectrum were assigned, based on literature (S1), to transmissions originating from one
of the two thermally coupled states.53 At 500 °C compared to 300 °C the 5D1 emissions (blue)
were relatively more intense than the 5D0 (gray) emissions. This result was expected as the
Boltzmann distribution between the two thermally coupled states is temperature dependent (eq.
6). At higher temperatures the population in the 5D1 state increased compared to the 5D0 state
and thus so did the emission intensity (eq. 7, 9).

Figure 7. Normalized spectra of as synthesized EuOCl catalyst from 15000 to 18500 cm-1 at 300 and 500 °C. The peaks are
assigned to their corresponding energy transitions. Peaks at ~18000 cm-1 were used as 5D1 intensity (blue) and peaks at 16100
and 16250 cm-1 were used as 5D0 intensity for the calculation of the luminescence intensity peak ratio used for temperature
determination.

This temperature dependent 5D1/ 5D0 peak intensity ratio was used for temperature
measurements using band shape thermometry. It was important that a (group of) peak(s) was
chosen for each thermally coupled state, for which the signal is maximized and overlap with
the opposite state is minimized. When the signal for one of the (groups of) peaks is too low the
signal to noise ratio will result in inaccurate temperature measurement. When there is overlap
between peaks of the opposite states, a systematic error can be introduced to the temperature
measurements.
In this study, the peaks at ~18000 cm-1 were used as 5D1 intensity and the peaks at ~16150 and
~16300 cm-1 were used as 5D0 intensity. The 5D0 peaks were highly intense but did overlap
with peaks belonging to 5D1 emissions and can therefore introduce a systematic error to the
temperature measurements. This systematic error was circumvented by deconvolution of the
peaks in the range 15500 – 16500 cm-1. The peaks were deconvoluted with a Lorentzian peak
fit (S2) and after deconvolution only the peak area of the 5D0 peaks at ~16150 and ~16300 cm1
was used for the peak intensity ratio calculations. Peak deconvolution was only required for
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the 5D0 peaks due to the overlap with the 5D1 emissions, for the 5D1 peaks at ~18000 cm-1
integrating over the peaks was sufficient as there was no overlap with 5D0 emissions.
To find the correlation between the peak intensity ratio and the temperature a fresh EuOCl
catalyst was ramped from 300 to 500 °C with a ramp of 1 °C/ min under inert environment and
luminescence spectra were collected every minute. Figure 8a shows the collected luminescence
emission spectra. The 5D1 peaks (blue square) increased in intensity proportional to the
temperature, while the 5D0 peaks did not change significantly. Figure 8b visualizes the
calculated I5D1/ I5D0 ratio (red dots) versus the temperature in a plot. The I5D1/ I5D0 ratio
increased proportional to the temperature. The ΔE value of the catalyst was calculated by
rewriting the Boltzmann equation (eq. 9) to (eq.17):
* /*

∆𝐸 = −0.695 ∗ (T(℃) + 273) ln ( +< ( )

[17]

Figure 8. (a) Luminescence spectra of EuOCl plotted for 15000 – 18500 cm-1 in the temperature range 300 - 500 ℃. (b) The
calculated I5D1/I5D0 ratio from the spectra in a is plotted versus the temperature. The ΔE value was calculated using a
Boltzmann fit (black line).

With the Boltzmann fit (black line) a ΔE value of 1756 cm-1 was found. This calculated value
matched well with the theoretical energy gap between the 5D1 and 5D0 excited state of europium
of ~1780 cm-1.49 The temperature of EuOCl could therefore be accurately determined under an
inert environment using this fit.
Now that the viability of EuOCl as a thermometer was verified under an inert environment, its
performances could be analyzed. In figure 9a the relative sensitivity (eq. 12) of europium is
compared with several other rare earth metals, often used for band shape thermometry. From
these rare earth metals europium has the highest ΔE value, it therefore also has the highest
relative sensitivity. The high ΔE value of europium results in a thermal population of its higher
excited state, 5D1, approaching zero at low temperatures. Although, this offers a high
sensitivity, a drawback is that emission from this state is also very limited and therefore the
signal to noise ratio is bad at lower temperatures. On the other hand, at high temperatures the
thermal population in the 5D1 level is very high resulting in only small changes with
temperature and thus a low sensitivity. With the Boltzmann fit from figure 8b and the equation
for the temperature uncertainty (eq. 13), the uncertainty in the temperature was simulated for a
different number of counts. Figure 9b shows the estimated temperature uncertainty for
europium in the temperature range 0 – 1000 °C for a varying number of averages per
measurement (n). The temperature uncertainty was high at temperatures close to 0 °C and
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increased in absolute terms at elevated temperatures. In relative terms the change in the
uncertainty was much smaller. Note however that a constant number of photons was assumed
over the whole temperature range, while the number of detected photons actually decreased
with temperature. The actual slope in the temperature uncertainty is therefore steeper when
going up in temperature. When the number of averages, or total counts per measurement, was
increased the temperature uncertainty decreased according to the Poisson distribution with
√n.42 At low temperatures europium is thus sensitive but inaccurate, while at high temperatures
it is insensitive but accurate as a thermometer. Europium is both accurate and sensitive only in
a certain temperature range. In the temperature range of interest for the MOC reaction, 300 –
500 °C, europium is both accurate and sensitive as a thermometer.

Figure 9. Thermometer performances (a) Relative sensitivity (eq. 12) of commonly used lanthanide thermometers is plotted
over the temperature range 0 – 800 °C. (b) Simulation of the temperature uncertainty for EuOCl (eq. 13), based on the
Boltzmann fit in figure 8b, with a varying number of averages (n) for each separate measurement.

4.3 Applicability of EuOCl as thermometer under MOC reaction conditions
It was shown that EuOCl is a viable thermometer in the temperature range of interest for the
MOC reaction under an inert environment. However, the performances of the thermometer can
deteriorate drastically under reaction conditions as the state of the catalyst can change
constantly. These effects on the state of the catalyst were investigated by studying the
individual reaction steps of the MOC reaction. As discussed previously, the MOC reaction
cycle consists of three steps: (I) chlorination of the catalyst, (II) activation of chlorine and (III)
the dechlorination of the catalyst. The activation of chlorine with oxygen occurs on the surface
and not in the bulk, it was therefore invisible in the luminescence spectrum. During chlorination
and dechlorination the state of the catalyst did change, which could affect the results found
under inert environment. Therefore, these individual steps of the MOC reaction, chlorination
and dechlorination, were investigated to find operating conditions that minimize these effects
and enable reliable temperature measurements during the MOC reaction. First, measurements
need to representative for the whole sample therefore chlorination gradients over the reactor
bed were prevented. Then, the effect of thermal quenching on the luminescence signal of the
chlorinated catalyst was studied. Followed by the investigation of the effect of bulk
chlorination on the reliability of temperature measurements.
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4.3.1 Homogenous catalyst chlorination
To study the effect of the state of the catalyst on the luminescence signal it needs to be
homogenous over the catalyst bed, otherwise collected spectra are not representative for the
whole sample. EuOCl was chlorinated for 2h at 350 °C and then luminescence and Raman
spectra were collected at room temperature at different heights in the reactor (top, middle and
bottom) (Fig. 10b). Afterwards the different parts of the sample were separated and measured
with XRD. Figure 10 shows the luminescence spectra, Raman spectra and XRD patterns for
the different parts of the reactor together with references for EuOCl and EuCl3 for each of the
techniques.

Figure 10. (a) Luminescence spectra of different parts of the reactor plotted together with reference spectra of EuOCl and
EuCl3 for 15000 – 18500 cm-1. (b) Image of the reactor with assigned parts of the reactor. The gas inflow is from the top of
the reactor and the product is collected at the bottom. (c) Raman spectra of the different parts of the reactor plotted together
with reference spectra of EuOCl and EuCl3 for 100 – 1000 cm-1. The Cl motion peak is positioned at ~200 cm-1 and the O
motion peaks are positioned at ~390 and ~510 cm-1. These peaks can be used for the maximum phonon energy of the lattice.
(d) XRD patterns of the different parts of the reactor together with reference patterns of EuOCl and EuCl3. The luminescence
spectra, Raman spectra and XRD patterns all show a clear chlorination gradient over the reactor when compared to the
references. The top of the reactor, where the inflow of reaction gasses is, has a higher degree of chlorination than the bottom.

The luminescence data in figure 10a shows the collected spectra for the different parts of the
reactor. The spectra look different over the sample. The spectrum of the top of the reactor looks
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like the EuCl3 reference, while the spectrum of the bottom looks like the EuOCl reference. This
shows that there was a chlorination gradient over the reactor. The top of the reactor, where the
gas inflow was, had a higher degree of chlorination and the degree of chlorination decreased
going down the reactor. This conclusion was verified by the Raman spectra shown in figure
10c. In figure 10c the peak at 200 cm-1 belongs to the motion of chlorine and the peaks at
approximately 380 and 520 cm-1 belong to the motion of oxygen. The spectra from top to
bottom of the reactor show that the Cl motion peak decreased in intensity, while the O motion
peaks increased in intensity. The XRD patterns in figure 10d show a changing crystal structure
going down the reactor, which coincides with the changes shown by luminescence and Raman.
Comparing the diffractograms with the references, EuCl3 (ICDD 04 007 3099) and EuOCl
(ICDD 04 009 9660), shows that a sum of both phases was present over the whole sample. At
the bottom of the reactor there was only a minor EuCl3 phase, but this phase became more
dominant going to the top of the reactor.
From the luminescence, Raman and XRD data it was shown that there is a chlorination gradient
over the reactor. This is undesired as spectra collected at a single position in the reactor were
not representative and therefore drawing conclusions on the effect of the degree of chlorination
was difficult. A possible reason for this chlorination gradient was a strong interaction between
the gas flow and the catalyst resulting in a pressure drop over the reactor bed. Therefore, the
flows were increased from 20 to 60 ml/min (HCl concentration constant at 20%) to decrease
residence time and the catalyst sieve fraction was increased, from 75 – 125 µm to 212 – 425
µm, to reduce the interaction between the gas flow and the catalyst. Figure 11 shows the
luminescence spectra of a fresh EuOCl catalyst, with a 212 – 425 µm sieve fraction, after 2h
of chlorination at 350 °C with 60 ml/min flow. The peak at ~16150 cm-1 is slightly less intens
at the top of the reactor bed compared to the middle and bottom. This shows that there still was
a small chlorination gradient over the reactor bed. However, the gradient was drastically
reduced compared to the smaller sieve fraction and lower flows (Fig. 10a).

Figure 11. A EuOCl catalyst with a sieve fraction of 212 – 425 µm was chlorinated for 2 hours at 350 °C with a flow of 60
ml/min (20% HCl). The catalyst was cooled down to room temperature and luminescence spectra of the chlorinated catalyst
were collected at different parts of the reactor.

Homogenous chlorination over the reactor bed was needed for reliable temperature
measurements. Therefore, a sieve fraction of 212 – 425 µm and higher flows during
chlorination of 60 ml/min (20% HCl) were used for further experiments.
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4.3.2 The thermal quenching of the luminescence signal
With a homogenous chlorination over the reactor bed the effect of temperature on the
chlorinated catalyst could be studied. Therefore, the chlorinated catalyst, from figure 11, was
heated to 350 °C in an inert environment and luminescence spectra were collected. Figure 12
shows the luminescence spectra for the temperature ramp 30 – 350 °C.

Figure 12. Luminescence spectra of the chlorinated catalyst collected during the temperature ramp from 30 to 350 °C under
inert environment. The spectra change from being similar to EuCl3 to being similar to EuOCl at higher temperatures.

When the temperature increased the luminescence spectra changed drastically. The 5D1 peaks
increased in intensity, the characteristic EuCl3 peaks in the range 16750 - 17250 cm-1 and 15250
– 15500 cm-1 became undetectable, while characteristic EuOCl peaks arose, and finally the 5D0
peaks changed. Overall, the spectrum changed from a spectrum similar to EuCl3 at low
temperatures to a spectrum similar to EuOCl at high temperatures. There are two possible
explanations for this phenomenon, (i) either the catalyst lost chlorine upon heating or (ii) the
EuCl3 signal was quenched at elevated temperatures. The loss of chlorine seems unlikely as
the catalyst was in an inert environment. To verify this assumption the catalyst was cooled to
room temperature after the ramp and the spectra before and after heating of the catalyst were
compared. Figure 13 shows the spectra of the different parts of the reactor after the temperature
ramp. The spectra look similar to EuCl3 and have not changed significantly from the spectra
pre temperature ramp in figure 11, which would be expected when chlorine was lost during the
ramp. Thus, the loss of chlorine during heating of the catalyst was refuted.
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Figure 13. Luminescence spectra of the chlorinated catalyst after the temperature ramp from 30 to 350 °C, collected at room
temperature at different heights in the reactor. The spectra look similar to EuCl3 thus no chlorine has been lost upon heating
the catalyst under inert environment.

Another explanation for the changes in the luminescence spectra during heating of the
chlorinated catalyst could be the thermal quenching of EuCl3. When EuCl3 was quenched at
elevated temperatures and therefore became undetectable, while the small amount of the EuOCl
phase remained visible, the EuOCl would be dominant in the luminescence spectra and this
could explain the changes in the spectra upon heating. This assumption was strengthened by
the observation that the overall signal decreased drastically upon heating of the sample. The
quenching behavior of EuOCl and EuCl3 was further investigated by the analysis of the pure
phase using the excitation spectra and luminescence lifetimes over a variety of temperatures.
To find the origin of the drastic decrease in overall signal, excitation spectra of pure EuOCl
and EuCl3 at temperatures between 30 and 500 °C were compared.

Figure 14. Excitation spectra with the intensity plotted versus the excitation wavelength at different temperatures for (a)
EuOCl and (b) EuCl3. The signal of the excitation spectrum of EuOCl decreases by ~60% when the temperature is increased
from 30 to 500 °C. The signal of the excitation spectrum of EuCl3 decreases much faster as ~99% of the signal is lost when
the temperature is increased from 30 to 350 °C . The shape of the EuCl3 excitation spectrum also changes significantly upon
heating.

Figure 14 shows the excitation spectra of EuOCl and EuCl3. The excitation spectra of EuOCl
had the exact same shape for all temperatures, while the excitation spectra of EuCl3 had
drastically changed and were a lot noisier at higher temperatures. A steady decline in the
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intensity of the signal for EuOCl was visible with increasing temperature. An increase in
temperature from 30 to 500 °C resulted in a decrease in signal of approximately 60%. The
decrease in intensity of the EuCl3 signal however showed a much faster decline. A temperature
increase from 25 to 350 °C now resulted in a decrease in signal of more than 99%. The decrease
in intensity for both samples was a result of an increase in the temperature dependent nonradiative decay. The stronger thermal quenching of the EuCl3 signal compared to EuOCl could
explain the changes in the luminescence spectra of the chlorinated catalyst during heating. This
observation was studied by luminescence lifetimes measurements of EuOCl and EuCl3. During
these measurements EuOCl and EuCl3 were excited into the 5D0 level and luminescence decay
was measured at ~16100 cm-1. The EuOCl measurements were performed at temperatures in
the range 30 - 500 °C and the EuCl3 measurements in the range 30 – 350 °C. Figure 15a shows
the luminescence lifetimes plots for EuOCl. The EuOCl decay plots show that the decay rate
increased with temperature and that there was single exponential decay. In figure 15b the
change in the decay rate with temperature for EuOCl is visualized in a plot. The decay rate was
calculated with a single exponential fit and plotted versus the temperature. The decay rate
increases to ~280 ms-1 at a temperature of 500 °C. As the radiative decay rate is considered
temperature independent the increase in the decay rate was a result of an increase in the
temperature dependent non-radiative decay rate. Figure 15c shows the luminescence lifetimes
plots for EuCl3.

Figure 15. Luminescence lifetimes experiments at a variety of temperatures for (a, b) pure EuOCl and (c, d) pure EuCl3. (a)
The number of counts is plotted versus the delay time for temperatures in the range 28 – 500 °C for a pure EuOCl sample.
The delay time shortens, and the decay rate thus increases, when the temperature is increased. (b) The decay rate was obtained
from a. with a single exponential fit and plotted versus the temperature. The decay rate is constant till 150 °C this shows the
temperature independent radiative decay. At temperatures higher than 150 °C the thermal energy is sufficient to excite
electrons to the CTS enabling non-radiative decay to the ground state. The non-radiative decay rate increases exponentially
with the temperature. (c) The number of counts is plotted versus the delay time for temperatures in the range 20 – 350 °C for
a pure EuCl3 sample. The EuCl3 decay curves show bi-exponential decay for the measurements at 150 and 200 °C indicating
an additional type of decay. Similar to EuOCl the delay time shortens, and the decay rate thus increases, when the temperature
is increased. (d) The decay rate was obtained from c with a single exponential fit, because the faster decay formed only a small
part of the total decay in a few measurements. Just as for EuOCl, the decay rate is constant till 150 °C this shows the
temperature independent radiative decay. At temperatures higher than 150 °C the thermal energy is sufficient to excite
electrons to the CTS enabling non-radiative decay to the ground state. The non-radiative decay rate increases exponentially
with the temperature.
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The decay rate of EuCl3 increased with temperature just as for EuOCl, however EuCl3 had
biexponential decay at temperatures of 150 and 200 °C. The biexponential decay could be a
result of a small phase change due to leakage of air into the reactor or belong to 5D1 decay due
to thermal excitation from the 5D0 into the 5D1 level. Although, EuCl3 had biexponential decay
at some of the higher temperatures, a single exponential fit was used to calculate the decay
rates as the fast component formed only a small part of the total decay. Figure 15d shows the
decay rate versus the temperature for EuCl3. The decay rate increased to ~1000 ms-1 at a
temperature of 350 °C as a result of a increase in the non-radiative decay rate. Although, the
increase in decay rate with temperature was significant for both samples, the decay for EuCl3
(~1000 ms-1 at 350 °C) was much faster than for EuOCl (~300 ms-1 at 500 °C). Therefore, nonradiative decay was much more dominant for EuCl3 than for EuOCl, which is in line with the
conclusion drawn from the excitation spectra earlier. The stronger increase in the non-radiative
decay rate with temperature for EuCl3 than for EuOCl can be explained qualitatively according
to the position of the CTS using the Mott-Seitz theory. Figure 16 shows an example of a
possible representation of EuOCl and EuCl3 in a configurate coordinate model. A CTS
positioned at a lower energy or with a smaller r for EuCl3 compared to EuOCl would result in
a lower activation energy for excitation of an electron from the 5D0 parabola to the intersection
with the particular CTS after which it can non-radiatively decay to the ground state. Therefore,
the required thermal energy for the non-radiative decay of an electron to the ground state would
be lower for EuCl3 (Ea1) than for EuOCl (Ea2). This results in the faster decay rate for EuCl3
and the quenching of its signal at higher temperatures.

Figure 16. Configurate coordinate model for a possible explanation of the faster quenching of the EuCl3 signal compared to
the EuOCl signal. When the CTS is positioned at a higher energy level more thermal energy is required for non-radiative
decay via the CTS to the ground state. Less thermal energy is thus needed to excite electrons from an excited state to the CTS
of EuCl3, this results in a faster decay for EuCl3 compared to EuOCl

Non-radiative decay would also be possible through multiphonon relaxation. To check whether
this is possible in this case, the maximum phonon energy was obtained from the Raman spectra
(Fig. 10c). The maximum phonon energy of EuCl3 and EuOCl is ~250 cm-1 and ~520 cm-1
respectively. The samples were expected to be pure phases without impurities and therefore
energy levels between the 5D0 and 7F6 were absent. To bridge the gap between 5D0 and 7F6
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energy level (~12000 cm-1), 48 and 23 phonons would be required for EuCl3 and EuOCl
respectively. The probability for mulitphonon relaxation decreases proportional to the number
of phonons needed and therefore multiphonon relaxation was very improbable in this case.
The spectra of the chlorinated catalyst thus changed due to the faster thermal quenching of
EuCl3 than for EuOCl. This resulted in almost complete quenching of EuCl3 and a dominant
EuOCl spectrum at elevated temperatures.
4.3.3 The effect of catalyst chlorination on the I5D1/I5D0 ratio and on the luminescence
emission spectrum of europium
As chlorination induced significant changes in the spectrum of the EuOCl catalyst it is
important to study this effect on the reliability of EuOCl as a thermometer. First, an additional
parameter was introduced, which can detect when temperature determination becomes
unreliable due to catalyst chlorination. Then, the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio was studied during
chlorination and dechlorination of the catalyst. Followed by, the effect of the chlorination
temperature on the catalyst and its reliability as a thermometer. Finally, the required boundary
conditions for reliable temperature measurements during the MOC reaction are discussed.
The I5D1/ I5D0 ratio formed the basis for temperature measurements and therefore it was
important that changes in the peak ratio as a result of changes in temperature were seperated
from those caused by changes in the degree of chlorination of the catalyst. An additional
parameter was needed that can visualize changes in the state of the catalyst and can warn when
temperature determination is unreliable. This parameters needed to be sensitive to changes in
the state of the catalyst while being relatively insensitive to changes in temperature during the
MOC reaction. This additional parameter was the intra level peak ratio calclated for the 5D0
(blue line) and 5D1 (green line) peaks. These intra level peak ratios describe relative changes
in the spectrum and are given by (eq. 18, 19):
5
5

D1 intra level peak ratio = ∫ 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 1/ ∫ 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 2
D0 intra level peak ratio = ∫ 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 4/ ∫ 𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 3

[18]
[19]

Figure 17 shows the peak areas that were used for the calculation of the 5D1 (17a) and 5D0 (17b)
intra level peak ratios. The 5D1 peaks were not deconvoluted because there was no overlap with
other peaks opposed to the deconvoluted 5D0 peaks.

Figure 17. Visualization of the intra level peak ratios (a) for the 5D1 peaks and (b) the deconvoluted 5D0 peaks. The ratio peak
1/peak 2 and peak 4/ peak 3 will be used to detect changes in the state of the catalyst.

The effect of chlorination on the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and the luminescence spectrum was studied
by collecting luminescence spectra, while chlorinating a fresh EuOCl catalyst at 350 °C. Figure
18a shows the collected spectra during chlorination over time. The intensity of both 5D1 peaks
and the 5D0 peak at ~16300 cm‐1 decreased in intensity during chlorination of the catalyst.
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These peaks were all used for temperature measurements and chlorination could thus introduce
an error to the calculated temperature. Figure 18b visualizes those changes in the I5D1/ I5D0
ratio and the intra level peak ratios in a plot. The I5D1/ I5D0 ratio decreased and both the intra
level peak ratios increased when the catalyst was chlorinated. Therefore, when the intra level
peak ratios increase during a MOC experiment this shows the catalyst is chlorinating and the
state of the catalyst is changing, which makes temperature measurements unreliable.

Figure 18. The effect of chlorination at 350 °C, with 60 ml/min (20% HCl), on the luminescence spectra of EuOCl. (a) During
chlorination the 5D1 peaks and the 5D0 peak at 16300 cm-1decrease in intensity. (b) The I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and intra level peak
ratios are plotted versus the chlorination time. Upon chlorination the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio decreases, while the intra level peak
ratios increase. When the intra level peak ratios increase during an experiment this is a sign that the catalyst is chlorinating
and thus the state of the catalyst is changing.

After chlorination the catalyst was heated to 500 °C and while collecting luminescence spectra
the catalyst was dechlorinated. Figure 19a shows the collected spectra during dechlorination at
500 °C over time. Now, the opposite was true compared to chlorination as the 5D1 peaks
increased in intensity. The 5D0 peak at ~16300 cm‐1 also changed however only slightly
compared to the change during chlorination. In figure 19b those changes are visualized in a
plot. The changes were indeed opposite to those in figure 18b as the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio increased
and the intra level peak ratios decreased during dechlorination.

Figure 19. The effect of dechlorination at 500 °C, with N2 : O2 : HCl : CH4 : He flow of 1 : 1 : 0 : 2 : 16, on the luminescence
spectra of the chlorinated EuOCl catalyst. (a) During dechlorination the 5D1 peaks and the 5D0 peak at 16300 cm-1 increase
in intensity. (b) The I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and intra level peak ratios are plotted versus the dechlorination time. Upon dechlorination
the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio increases, while the intra level peak ratios decrease. When the intra level peak ratios decrease during an
experiment this is a sign that the catalyst is dechlorinating and thus the state of the catalyst is changing.
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The intra level peak ratios before chlorination and after dechlorination did not match as would
be expected if chlorination of the catalyst was irreverisble and the intra level peak ratio would
be completely independent of the temperature. This could be a result of irreversible changes in
the catalyst due to chlorination and/or a result of the different temperatures used for
chlorination (350 °C) and dechlorination (500 °C). The effect of temperature on the spectra
was previously shown and is expected to be limited due to the strong thermal quenching of
EuCl3. The reversibility of the catalyst chlorination was studied by doing 5 chlorination –
dechlorination cycles at 350 °C and 500 °C respectively for 2 hours and measuring the amount
of formed products during each of the dechlorination steps with the GC. With the amount of
formed products the excess chlorine per europium was calculated for each cycle. Figure 20
shows the excess chlorine per europium versus the dechlorination time for each consecutive
cycle.

Figure 20. The excess Cl per Eu is calculated from the formed products during dechlorination. The excess Cl per Eu decreased
with each cycle. This shows that chlorination and/ or dechlorination became more difficult with each cycle.

With each consecutive cycle the amount of excess chlorine on the catalyst decreased. This
shows that chlorination and/ or dechlorination became more difficult with each consecutive
cycle. A possible explanation for this observation is a decrease in the surface area of the catalyst
with each cycle.52

Figure 21. TEM images of (a) fresh EuOCl with defined particles of varying size and shape, and (b) chlorinated catalyst where
particle agglomeration is clearly visible.
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This assumption was confirmed by comparison of the TEM images before and after
chlorination (Fig. 21a, b). Figure 21b shows particle agglomeration due to chlorination of the
catalyst, which resulted in diffusion limitations and thus made chlorination and dechlorination
of the catalyst more difficult. Bulk chlorination of the EuOCl catalyst was thus an irreversible
process. As shown earlier chlorination affects the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and the intra level peak ratios
and was thus undesired for temperature measurements. Therefore, MOC reaction conditions
were needed at which bulk chlorination of the catalyst was limited.
To find such conditions a fresh EuOCl catalyst was chlorinated at varying temperatures from
475 °C to 350 °C (with steps of 25 °C) starting from 475 °C. During the experiment cooling of
the catalyst was done under inert enviroment. Figure 22 shows the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and intra
level peak ratios versus the time on stream. A change in the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio could either be a
result of a temperature change or a change in the state of the catalyst. The intra level peak ratios
did not change drastically during the inert cooling of the catalyst step and changes were thus
the result of a change in the state of the catalyst. During the chlorination steps the I5D1/ I5D0
ratio decreased and the intra level peak ratios increased showing chlorination of the catalyst.
The change in the ratios was proportional to the change in the degree of chlorination. The larger
change in the ratios at lower temperatures thus showed a larger change in the degree of
chlorination. This suggests that EuCl3 was more stable at lower temperatures, which is a similar
result as for the LaCl3 catalyst used by Lercher et al.20 During the chlorination step at 375 °C
both the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and the intra level peak ratios stagnated. This observation was assigned
to the saturation of the catalyst with chlorine, making further chlorination increasingly difficult.

Figure 22. Luminescence I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and intra level peak ratios versus time on stream during chlorination at varying
chlorination temperatures between 475 and 350 °C. The change in the I5D1/ I5D0 and intra level peak ratios shows the change
in the state of the catalyst. From 475 – 375 °C the changes increase showing a faster change in the state of the catalyst. This
was assigned to chlorination favoring lower temperatures. Half-way through the 375 °C step the change in the ratios stagnates
this was assigned to the saturation of the catalyst with chlorine making further chlorination increasingly difficult.

The change in the ratios at 475 °C was limited and therefore bulk chlorination could be
drastically suppressed at reaction temperatures of ≥ 475 °C. To verify this observation the
previous experiment was repeated with a constant temperature of 475 °C and while collecting
luminescence spectra. Figure 23a shows the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and intra level peak ratios versus
the time on stream of the 5 chlorination – dechlorination cycles. During chlorination (green)
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the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio decreased and the intra level peak ratios increased. The opposite was true
for dechlorination (yellow). Those results were the same as in figure 18 & 19. During the first
chlorination cycle a quick increase in the intra level peak ratios was observed. In the
consecutive cycles the intra level peak ratios increased in a stair like manner. The quick
increase during the first chlorination step was assigned to the restructuring of the crystal lattice
to reach a certain steady state. To avoid this jump in the intra level peak ratio during a MOC
experiment it was important to do 2 hours of oxychlorination prior to an experiment.

Figure 23. Five chlorination (green) and dechlorination (yellow) cycles were performed at 475 °C (a) luminescence I5D1/ I5D0
ratio and intra level peak ratios versus time on stream. A quick increase in the intra level peak ratios is visible during the first
chlorination step, in consecutive cycles the intra level peak ratios increase in a stair-like manner. The quick increase was
assigned to the restructuring of the crystal lattice to reach a steady state. The stair-like increase shows that chlorination at
475 °C is still irreversible but has been significantly reduced compared to chlorination at 350 °C. (b) The excess chlorine per
europium was calculated from the formed products measured with the GC and is plotted versus the dechlorination time for
each cycle. At the start of the first dechlorination cycle the excess chlorine per europium is higher than during the consecutive
cycles this coincides with the jump in the intra level peak ratios in a. Between the following cycles the difference in the excess
Cl is only small similar to the change in the intra level peak ratios. The state of the catalyst thus changed during the first
chlorination step, due to restructuring of the crystal lattice, and remained relatively stable during the consecutive steps. (c)
XRD pattern of the spent catalyst together with a EuOCl reference pattern. The XRD pattern of the spent catalyst matches the
reference pattern showing that the state of the catalyst indeed did not change drastically during the five chlorination dechlorination cycles.
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The stair-like increase in the intra level peak ratio shows the irreversibility of the catalyst
chlorination. Altough, chlorination was still irreversible at 475 °C, the change in the intra level
peak ratio was very small compared to chlorination at 350 °C (Fig. 18b, 19b) and bulk
chlorination was drastically reduced. Figure 23b shows the excess chlorine per europium
during each dechlorination step. The excess chlorine per europium deviates slightly, at t =
5min, between the first and second dechlorination cycle, however during the following cycles
the excess chlorine per europium is almost equal. The deviation between the first and second
cycle coincides with the jump in the intra level peak ratio in figure 23a. The state of the catalyst
thus changed during the first cycle and remained relatively stable during the consecutive steps.
Furthermore, the excess chlorine per europium, at t = 5min, during each step is significantly
lower compared to chlorination at 350 °C, 0.06 Cl per europium compared to 0.65 (Fig. 20,
23b). Although, the chlorination time was half of the duration at 475 °C, the difference is
significant as the excess Cl decreased ten fold. The relatively little excess Cl per europium
during each cycle and the observation that this value is constant during consecutive cycles,
show that chlorination was most likely at the surface and bulk chlorination was limitted at 475
°C. The XRD pattern of the spent catalyst was used to check if the state of the catalyst had
changed during the five chlorination – dechlorination cycles. Figure 23c shows that the XRD
pattern of the spent catalyst matches the EuOCl reference pattern and the state of the catalyst
did thus not change.
Bulk chlorination of EuOCl is irreversible as particles agglomerated and the luminescence
spectrum of the catalyst was affected. Temperature determination was therefore unreliable
when the state of the catalyst changed during an experiment. As bulk chlorination is favored at
lower temperatures it was suppressed with reaction temperatures of ≥ 475 °C. In addition to
limiting bulk chlorination, the EuCl3 signal was almost completely quenched at those reaction
temperatures, which was favorable for temperature measurements as changes in the spectra
were limited. For reliable temperature measurements under MOC reaction conditions, reaction
temperatures of ≥ 475 °C were thus required.
4.4 Temperature measurements during the methane oxychlorination reaction
Now that the requirements for accurate temperature measurements during MOC were defined,
the operating conditions under which these requirements are fulfilled could be determined. The
first condition was the use of a bigger sieve fraction (212-425 µm) to make sure the reaction
occurs homogenously over the reactor. The second condition was the use of elevated reaction
temperatures (≥ 475 °C) to quench the EuCl3 signal and to avoid the irreversible bulk
chlorination of the catalyst. Finally, 2 hours of pre oxychlorination were required for the
restructuring of the lattice to reach a steady state prior to the experiment. With these operating
conditions the temperature was measured during several MOC experiments. First, the
temperature was measured during MOC at slightly different gas feeds to confirm that
temperature measurements were indeed possible under these conditions. Then, the effect of the
reaction gas concentrations was studied and finally the effect of the cold inflow of reaction
gasses was investigated.
The first experiment consisted of four cycles of consecutively flowing inert nitrogen,
oxychlorination reaction mixture and no flows. During the different oxychlorination steps the
total flow was kept constant, however the concentrations of the reaction mixture were varied.
In this experiment the temperature of the catalyst during the inert nitrogen flow step was
expected to be equal to the temperature of the oven (475 °C). Figure 24 shows the temperature
and the intra level peak ratios versus the time on stream. The temperature was calculated from
the measured I5D1/ I5D0 ratio with a calibration of the spent catalyst. The error bars consist of
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a sum of the Poisson error (eq. 13) and the temperature variation from the set point in the oven
of 0.1 °C (Fig. S3).
During the nitrogen flow steps (blue) the temperature was approximately 475 °C, which
matched the actual temperature of the oven. When the reaction mixture was flowed over the
reactor bed the calculated temperature increased with approximately ~+6 °C, depending on the
reaction gas mixture concentrations. Temperature changes were a result of reaction heat formed
during exothermic reactions, in this case the MOC reaction and methane combustion, and were
therefore dependent on the reaction gas mixture and activity of the catalyst. The reactions
occured at the surface of EuOCl and due to the low surface to volume ratio of the catalyst only
a small part of the catalyst participated in the reaction. This resulted in small temperature
changes of the catalyst due to formed reaction heat. After the oxychlorination step, the gas
flows were stopped and the temperature slowly decreased. This slow instead of a fast decrease
was assigned to the presence of leftover reaction mixture in the reactor allowing the reaction,
and thus the formation of heat, to continue. After 45 minutes of no gas flow the temperature
was still slightly higher than during the nitrogen step. This observation can be the result of the
cooling of the catalyst during the nitrogen step as the inflow of nitrogen was relatively cold
(~110 °C) compared to the reaction temperature. This hypothesis will be studied more in depth
later on in this study.

Figure 24. Temperature calculated with the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and intra level peak ratios plotted versus the time on stream. MOC
steps were followed by a consecutive no flow and nitrogen flow step. The temperature increased by ~ 5 °C during MOC then
slowly cools during the no flow step and cools to 475 °C during the nitrogen flow step. The temperature change during MOC
is dependent on the reaction gas mixture. The error bars show the estimated error based on the sum of the Poisson error and
the variation in the oven temperature. Temperature measurements were reliable as the intra level peak ratios were constant
throughout the experiment.

During the whole experiment the intra level peak ratios were constant, this shows that the state
of the catalyst did not change and temperature determination was reliable. The fluctuations in
the temperature lie almost completely inside the error bars and therefore the Poisson error and
oven variation were a good estimate for the error in the temperature measurements. During this
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experiment only one average was used for each measurement due to a weak signal. The error
in the measurements would be drastically reduced if the total signal, and thus the number of
averages, is increased.
To make sure the calculated temperature changes were indeed a temperature effect, a different
type of thermometry was used to verify the results, namely spectral position thermometry. For
spectral position thermometry, the 5D0 peak positioned at ~ 16150 cm-1 was used. Figure 25
shows the spectral position of this peak over the temperature range 400 – 500 °C (red dots). A
simple linear fit was used for the calibration (black line). Increasing the temperature from 400
to 500 °C resulted in a peak shift to higher energies. Although, the peak shift was small (3 cm1
) a clear trend was visible.

Figure 25. The spectral position of the peak at ~16150 cm-1 plotted versus the temperature in the range 400 - 500 °C. A simple
linear fit (black line) was used for the calibration.

With the calibration for the peak position versus the temperature, the temperature during the
MOC experiment was calculated. Figure 26 shows the temperature calculated with band shape
thermometry (red dots) and spectral position thermometry (black line). The calculated
temperature during MOC (t = 1.3, 2.3, 3.3, 4.3h) was almost equal, while the temperature
during the no flow (t = 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5h) and nitrogen (t = 0.8, 1.8, 2.8, 3.8, 4.8h) steps
varied slightly between the two methods of temperature determination. This was the result of
a not optimized calibration and analysis of the spectral peak position. Furthermore, changes in
the peak position were relatively small compared to the resolution of the detector (6 cm-1).
Still, the use of different peaks for spectral position thermometry gave similar temperature
changes. As temperature measurements via spectral position thermometry were similar to
temperature measurements via band shape thermometry the observed temperature changes
were confirmed.
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Figure 26. The calculated temperature with band shape thermometry (red dots) and spectral position thermometry (black line)
plotted versus the time on stream during the experiment shown in figure 24. The temperature change during MOC calculated
with band shape (~+5 °C) and spectral position thermometry (~+6 °C) is similar. This verifies that changes measured with
bandshape thermometry are indeed a temperature effect.

Now that temperature measurements were reliable during the MOC reaction, EuOCl was used
as a thermometer to investigate the effect of the reaction gas concentrations on the local
temperature of the catalyst. With the operating conditions as stated priorly, temperature
changes were measured during MOC steps with different reaction gasses concentrations, while
the total flow (41 ml/min), reaction gas ratio (O2 : HCl : CH4 of 2 : 1 : 2) and temperature (475
°C) were kept constant. During the experiment the reaction gas concentrations were first
increased stepwise and then decreased, using the same concentration steps, to check the
reproducibility of the temperature measurements. In between MOC steps either a
dechlorination step (1 – 3) or a nitrogen flow step (4 – 7) was performed. The dechlorination
step was introduced to limit chlorination of the catalyst in-between MOC steps as there was a
leakage of HCl. Figure 27 shows the temperature and the intra level peak ratios versus the time
on stream. The error bars represent the estimated error in the measurements introduced by the
Poisson error and the temperature variation in the oven.
During the dechlorination step (yellow) the peak ratio, and thus the calculated temperature,
increased showing dechlorination of the catalyst. Instead of circumventing chlorination of the
catalyst the state of the catalyst thus changed in the opposite direction during the dechlorination
step.
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Figure 27. Temperature, calculated with the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio, and intra level peak ratios plotted versus the time on stream. The
reaction gas concentrations were varied between MOC steps, while the total flow and oven temperature were kept constant.
In between MOC steps either a dechlorination step, to circumvent catalyst chlorination due to an HCl leak, or a nitrogen flow
step was done. A higher concentration of reaction gasses resulted in more heat formation. Repeating the MOC steps with
equal reaction conditions showed equal temperature changes.

Furthermore, if the state of the catalyst had changed during the nitrogen step due to the leakage
of HCl, the temperature should have decreased. This was not the case and therefore changes in
the state of the catalyst were small under a nitrogen flow at 475 °C. The dechlorination step
did thus not have the desired effect and was replaced by a nitrogen flow step.
The temperature during dechlorination and nitrogen flow was expected to be 475 °C, but
deviated from this temperature by approximately 8 °C. This observation was assigned to the
leakage of HCl, which has a stronger effect at lower temperatures, and problems with the oven
ramp as this caused errors in the calibration of the thermometer. The temperature measurements
were thus not accurate, but could be used for indicative conclusions. Temperature changes were
determined by comparing the temperature of the nitrogen step with the temperature during
MOC because the higher calculated temperature during dechlorination was not a temperature
effect but an effect of the change in the state of the catalyst.
During the two MOC reaction steps with reaction gasses N2 : O2 : HCl : CH4 : He of 1 : 8 : 4 :
8 : 20 ml/min (t = 0.25, 6.25 h) the temperature was equal and slightly higher (~+ 0.5 °C) than
during the nitrogen flow steps (t = 4.75, 6, 7.25h). With higher reaction gas concentrations of
1 : 12 : 6 : 12 : 10 ml/min (t = 1.5, 5 h) the temperature was also equal during both steps and
the temperature change was higher compared to the lower concentration (~+ 2.5 °C). During
the highest reaction gas concentration steps of 1 : 16 : 8 : 16 : 0 ml/min (t = 2.75, 3.85 h), the
temperature change increased to ~+ 6 °C. The bigger temperature change was assigned to the
formation of more products during MOC with higher reaction gas concentrations and thus more
released reaction heat. During the whole experiment the intra level peak ratios only changed
slightly and therefore the state of the catalyst did not change significantly. As the state of the
catalyst did not change much and the temperature changes during MOC were equal for the
identical reaction steps, the temperature measurements were reproducible.
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The error bars in figure 27 covered most of the measurements, except for the highest reaction
gas concentration steps, and were significantly narrower than during the previous experiment
(Fig. 24). A new laser window was used during this experiment, which increased the signal
and reduced the Poisson error drastically compared to the previous experiment. However, the
new window also introduced a background signal that needed to be corrected for. The error
caused by this background was more significant for the higher concentration measurements
due to the worse signal to noise ratio at the higher temperature. The error in the temperature
was significantly reduced with the new laser window however the correction for its background
signal needs to be optimized.
In the first experiment (Fig. 24) a temperature difference between the no flow and nitrogen step
was visible. When the nitrogen flow was switched on after 45 minutes of no flow the
temperature decreased. This temperature change could not be assigned to reaction heat as all
the left-over reaction mixture in the reactor was expected to have reacted at this point. The
temperature change could therefore be a result of the cooling of the catalyst by the cold inert
gas inflow (110 °C). As there was still a leakage of HCl, the cooling effect of the gasses, was
measured during oxychlorination to keep the state of the catalyst stable. Constant O2 : HCl :
CH4 flows of 8 : 4 : 8 ml/min and a constant reaction temperature of 475 °C were used, while
the helium flow was varied to qualitatively measure the effect of the cold gas inflow on the
catalyst temperature. Helium was used instead of nitrogen, because its higher specific heat
capacity (Table 1) was expected to have a stronger effect on the catalyst temperature. Also,
during MOC usually the helium flow was changed instead of the intern standard nitrogen,
which made helium the better choice as variable for this experiment.
Table 1. Specific heat capacity of the gasses used in the MOC experiments.

Specific heat
capacity
Constant volume
(kJkg-1K-1)
Constant pressure
(kJkg-1K-1)

Nitrogen

Oxygen

Methane

HCl

Helium

1.04

0.919

2.22

0.795

5.19

0.743

0.659

1.7

0.567

3.12

Figure 28 shows the temperature and the intra level peak ratios versus the time on stream. The
temperature during the nitrogen flow step (blue) still deviates from the reaction temperature of
475 °C. Furthermore, due to the HCl leak constant flows of MOC reaction gasses were used
during the experiment. Dilution of the reaction gas mixture with helium results in a lower
residence time in the reactor, which is expected to reduce the amount of formed products and
thus less reaction heat. Therefore temperature changes during the different MOC steps due to
reaction heat were not constant and quantitative results on the temperature changes during the
different MOC steps were inhibited.
When the MOC reaction gas mixture was not diluted with helium (t = 0.1, 1.3h) the temperature
change was approximately + 3 °C. When the reaction gas mixture was diluted with 21 ml/min
helium (t = 2.6h) the temperature change decreased to approximately – 0.5 °C. Further dilution
of the reaction gas mixture with 41 ml/min helium (t = 3.85h) resulted in a more negative
temperature change of ~-2 °C. These negative temperature changes could not be the result of
the exothermic reaction and were therefore the result of the cooling of the catalyst by the cold
flow of helium.
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Figure 28. Temperature, calculated with the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio, and intra level peak ratios plotted versus the time on stream. The
reaction gas flows were kept constant during the experiment, while the helium flow was changed. Nitrogen was flushed in
between MOC steps. Without dilution of the reaction gas with helium the temperature increased by ~+3 °C. Upon dilution
with helium the temperature change became negative. The intra level peak ratios do not change when the flows are changed.
The negative temperature change can thus not be the result of the exothermic MOC reaction and was assigned to the cooling
of the catalyst by the cold inflow of reaction gasses.

The catalyst was thus cooled by the cold inflow of gasses during all experiments. Prior
temperature calibrations were made under a nitrogen flow and the catalyst was therefore cooled
during calibrations. Although, compared to helium the temperature change during those
calibrations was smaller due to the lower specific heat capacity of nitrogen, there was a
systematic error in all calibrations and therefore also in the temperature measurements. An
estimated guess for this error was made based on the temperature difference between the no
flow and nitrogen step flow in figure 24. This error was approximately +1 °C for all calculated
temperatures and was dependent on the flows. This error did not affect calculated temperature
changes, it did however affect the absolute temperatures.
With the established boundary conditions required for reliable temperature measurements
under MOC reaction conditions, the temperature was monitored during several MOC
experiments. Temperature measurements with those boundary conditions were reliable and
could accurately determine temperature changes of the catalyst. Temperature changes were
proportional to the concentrations of reaction gasses. It was expected that the formation of more
reaction products resulted in more reaction heat. Temperature measurements were reproducible
and the error in measurements was estimated well with the sum of the Poisson error and the
variation in the oven. It was found that the cold inflow of reaction gasses resulted in the cooling
of catalyst bodies and thus a systematic error of approximately +1 °C was introduced in all
measurements.
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5 CONCLUSION
We have used band shape thermometry to monitor the local temperature of our EuOCl catalyst
during the MOC reaction. With the luminescence intensity ratio of the two thermally coupled
states of europium the temperature, calculated with the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio, was measured
accurately under inert environment. In order to obtain a representative spectrum independent
of the measured location in the reactor under MOC reaction conditions, a big catalyst sieve
fraction (212-425 µm) and high flows (60 ml/min, 20% HCl) were used during chlorination of
the catalyst. Catalyst chlorination resulted in a drastic decrease of the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio and
thereby introduced a significant error to temperature measurements. Additionally, TEM images
of the chlorinated catalyst showed particle agglomeration. As temperature measurements are
only reliable when the state of the catalyst is stable, bulk chlorination needed to be
circumvented. The intra level peak ratios were introduced, as a measure for the degree of
chlorination of the catalyst, to detect when changes in the I5D1/ I5D0 ratio are due to catalyst
chlorination instead of a temperature effect. Chlorination of the catalyst was favored at lower
temperatures and could thus be suppressed at temperatures ≥ 475 °C. At these elevated
temperatures the EuCl3 luminescence signal was fully quenched, and temperature
determination was possible. Furthermore, to ensure a stable state of the catalyst during
temperature measurements, 2 hours of pre oxychlorination was done prior to experiments to
enable restructuring of the crystal lattice.
With the operating conditions required for temperature determination under reaction
conditions, MOC experiments were performed to study the temperature effects of several
parameters during the reaction. Temperature changes of ~5 °C were observed when a reaction
gas mixture of N2 : O2 : HCl : CH4 : He of 0 : 8 : 4 : 8 : 0 ml/min was used. Temperature
measurements were accurate and reliable as the calculated and measured temperature under
nitrogen were equal and the state of the catalyst was stable. The relatively small temperature
change was assigned to the low surface to volume ratio of our catalyst. It was shown that the
temperature change during MOC was proportional to the reaction gas mixture concentrations.
This can be the result of increased product formation and thus more heat formation.
Temperature changes were reproducible as repeating the use of the different concentrations
resulted in equal temperature changes. Furthermore, it was observed that upon dilution of the
reaction gas feed with helium, the temperature change was negative. A negative temperature
change could not be a result of the exothermic MOC reaction and was therefore assigned to the
cooling of the catalyst bodies by the cold inflow (110 °C) of gasses. All prior calibrations were
performed under a nitrogen flow and therefore a systematic error was introduced in all
temperature measurements. This error was estimated, based on the temperature difference
between the nitrogen flow and no flow, and is approximately +1 °C. This error did not affect
the temperature changes it did however affect the absolute calculated temperature.
Concluding, we were able to determine the temperature during the MOC reaction accurately
using our EuOCl catalyst as a thermometer. Temperature changes between 0.5 – 6 °C were
measured. A temperature change of approximately +5 °C can have a significant effect on the
activity and selectivity of the reaction, the risk of thermal runaway is low during our
experiments as the temperature was constant throughout MOC. The ability to measure the
temperature locally on the active site enables investigation of the mechanisms behind the
promising catalytic results of EuOCl for the MOC reaction. Additionally, if the MOC over
EuOCl would be commercialized an additional thermometer would be unnecessary as the
catalyst could be used for monitoring of the temperature.
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6 OUTLOOK
The promising results published in this study are a good basis for further research. However,
fine tuning of the conditions and experimentals are necessary to increase the accuracy of
temperature determination further. First of all, the set up can be improved. Currently, the laser
seems contaminated as a signal is measured in an empty oven. This requires another fitting
step, which can introduce an error into temperature determination. Also, gas flows should be
heated prior to entering the reactor to minimize their effect on the temperature or the
temperature should be corrected for the used flows with their respective temperatures and
specific heat capacities. Adding additional lasers on top of each other would allow for
simultaneous measurements of all heights in the reactor. This would be very interesting to study
thermodynamics over the reactor, especially when combined with a model describing reaction
heat release and heat transfer. Linking product formation to the temperature changes, the use
of differently shaped reactors and the use of well divined particle sizes could help in this regard.
The use of supported catalyst particles would offer many opportunities as temperature changes
would be expected to be much bigger. The Raman laser has a certain penetration depth and
therefore current measurements give an average of mostly bulk and some surface EuOCl. Heat
transfer to the bulk takes time and is an additional process that should be accounted for in the
model. Increasing the surface to volume ratio by using supported particles would solve this
issue plus it would enable investigation of the active site on a much smaller scale. However, in
previous measurements of europium supported on zirconia or silica the signal of the europium
was too little compared to the support and therefore temperature determination was impossible.
So, finding a suitable europium concentration and support would be a challenge. Another
possibility would be to change excitation wavelengths of the Raman laser to vary the
penetration depth of the laser as lower excitation wavelengths results in a lower penetration
depth.54 However, doing so results in excitations into higher energy levels, which in turn results
in additional processes such as luminescence quenching.
Furthermore, our thermometer currently needs a calibration at the end of an experiment to
calculate temperatures during the experiment. Therefore, the thermometer is not yet suitable
for real time monitoring of the temperature, but for research purposes only. If a calibration can
be made for a steady state of the catalyst that is useful for future experiments the python script
could be changed to measure temperatures on the spot. To do so it might be useful to use
different concentrations of reactants and make multiple calibrations. Each calibration can then
be used for future experiments that use those concentrations.
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION:
S1. Energy levels EuOCl
Table 2. Energy values of the range of interest for EuOCl
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S2. Data analysis
Energy conversion
Before the fit, the x-axis is converted from nm to cm-1 as using the energy scale gives a better
representation of the data especially for quantitative analysis such as nano thermometry.
However, the inverse relationship between the two presents a challenge and has previously
resulted in incorrect conclusions. Converting the wavelength to the energy scale proceeds via
(eq. 20):55
𝐸=

=>

[20]

?

Although, the mere conversion of the x-values may seem sufficient to convert the x-axis this
is incorrect. Note that counts recorded by a spectrometer are really signal per unit wavelength
or signal per unit energy. Because there is an inverse relationship between the two quantities,
the intervals in the wavelength spectrum, 𝑑𝜆, are not equally spaced on the energy spectrum.
Considering the counts as some function 𝑓(𝜆) and conservation of energy, then (eq. 21):55
𝑓(𝐸)𝑑𝐸 = 𝑓(𝜆)𝑑𝜆

[21]

Combining the two equations gives (eq. 22):
.?

.

=>

=>

𝑓(𝐸) = 𝑓(𝜆) .@ = 𝑓(𝜆) .@ Q @ R = −𝑓(𝜆) @ +

[22]

The minus sign merely represents the different directions of integration and can thus be
ignored. Equation 22 is called the Jacobian transformation and it should be used to scale all
counts in addition to the scaling of the x-axis by equation 20.
Peak fitting and deconvolution
Important for peak fitting and deconvolution is to use the proper procedure as errors could lead
to inaccuracy in the determination of the temperature. Although, curve fitting is a procedure
that is often used and thus expected to be well-known, it is not uncommon that the procedure
is done in an inappropriate, i.e. scientific unjustifiable, way. Often a Gauss-Lorentz sum
function is used for fitting peaks with the form:56
𝑆(𝑣) = 𝛼𝐺(𝑣) + (1 − 𝛼)𝐿(𝑣)

[23]

This is incorrect as most profiles are intrinsically Lorentzian in shape. This means that the line
profile originating from the physical interactions is Lorentzian in shape and thus not
considering the effects of for example the spectrometer. Although, the intrinsic line shapes are
Lorentzian, instrumental effects may cause gaussian line broadening resulting in a Voight
profile, which implies that the Lorentzian profile is multiplied by the Gaussian profile. This
would thus be a multiplication and not a sum of the Gaussian and Lorentzian profile as function
23 states, the sum function thus has no physical basis and its use is incorrect.56 Europium is
characterized by its sharp peaks and using an only Lorentzian profile for the fit of the 5D0
region, 16500 to 15500 cm-1, results in a good fit (Fig. 29).
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Figure 29. Peak deconvolution of the 5D0 peaks using the python script

All data was baseline corrected with a linear baseline, which is equal to the mean of the counts
in the range 17550 – 17800 cm-1. Finally, all spectra were normalized (to 100) to the biggest
peak at 16150 cm-1. This is important to be able to compare spectra as the counts are reliant on
the particle density, distance of the probe and temperature and thus varies between
measurements.
S3. Oven variance

Figure 30. Oven variance in an empty oven with set point 475 °C
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S4. Python script
import numpy as np
import scipy as scipy
from scipy import optimize
import pandas as pd
import os
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
from scipy.optimize import differential_evolution
import warnings
from scipy import integrate
from functools import reduce
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
import matplotlib.ticker as ticker
from cycler import cycler
"""Section 1 - Formulas"""
pd.set_option('display.max_columns', None)
def Load_Data(File_Path, File_Name, Data_Type, skiprows):
Data_Type = Data_Type
if Data_Type == "csv":
Type_Extension = '.txt'
Path_Name = str(File_Path) + "/" + str(File_Name) + Type_Extension
df = pd.read_csv(Path_Name, sep=";", skiprows=skiprows)
elif Data_Type == "dat":
Type_Extension = '.dat'
Path_Name = str(File_Path) + "/" + str(File_Name) + Type_Extension
df = pd.read_table(Path_Name, sep="\s", skiprows=skiprows)
elif Data_Type == "excel":
Type_Extension = '.xlsx'
Path_Name = str(File_Path) + "/" + str(File_Name) + Type_Extension
df = pd.read_excel(Path_Name, sep=";", skiprows=skiprows)
df = pd.DataFrame(df)
df = df.reset_index(drop=True)
return df
def Rename_Columns(Data_Frame, Nr_df, Non_Scan_Columns):
df = Data_Frame
scans = len(Data_Frame.columns) - Non_Scan_Columns
df_ColumnNames = ["Wavenumber (cm-1)", 'Dark' + str(Nr_df), 'drop' + str(Nr_df)]
for i in range(1, scans):
df_ColumnNames.append("Scan " + str(Nr_df) + '.' + str(i))
df.columns = df_ColumnNames
df = df.astype(float)
df["Wavenumber (cm-1)"] = 1 / (df["Wavenumber (cm-1)"] * 10 ** -7)
df = df.drop(['drop' + str(Nr_df)], axis=1)
return df
def give_index(a):
df_idx = df
a = df_idx["Wavenumber (cm-1)"].sub(a).abs().idxmin()
return a
def baseline_correction(Data_Frame, Higher_Baseline, Lower_Baseline, mean_or_min):
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df = Data_Frame
dfbase = df.iloc[give_index(Higher_Baseline):give_index(Lower_Baseline):, :]
if mean_or_min == "mean":
mean = dfbase[sample].mean()
df[sample] = df[sample] - mean
elif mean_or_min == "min":
min = dfbase[sample].min()
df[sample] = df[sample] - min
return df
def normalization(Data_Frame):
df = Data_Frame
df[sample] = (df[sample] / df[sample].max()) * 100
return df
def substract_reference(Data_Frame, Reference_Frame):
df = Data_Frame
dfref = Reference_Frame
intref =
integrate.simps(y=dfref.iloc[give_index(Reference_Peak_Upper):give_index(Reference_Peak_Lower), 2])
int = integrate.simps(y=df.iloc[give_index(Reference_Peak_Upper):give_index(Reference_Peak_Lower), (1 len(Dropped_scans) + i)])
ratio = intref / int
df[sample] = df[sample] - (dfref['Scan 1'] / ratio)
return df
def correction_energy_conversion(Data_Frame):
df = Data_Frame
df[sample] = df[sample] / (df["Wavenumber (cm-1)"] ** 2)
return df
def Plot_Graph_D0(xPlot, yPlot):
plt.ion()
f = plt.figure(dpi=100)
axes = f.add_subplot(111)
colors = plt.cm.gist_rainbow(np.linspace(0, 1, len(x_peak)))
plt.gca().set_prop_cycle(cycler('color', colors))
axes.set_xlim(Higher_Deconvolution, Lower_Deconvolution)
axes.set_xlabel("Wavenumber (cm-1)", family="serif", fontsize=24)
axes.set_ylabel("Intensity", family="serif", fontsize=24)
for peak in range(3, 9): # 0,4
peak_fit = globals()['voigt_peak_' + str(peak)]
axes.plot(xData_Peak_Fit, peak_fit)
axes.fill_between(xData_Peak_Fit, 0, peak_fit, alpha=0.5)
axes.plot(xData_Peak_Fit, _Lorentzian_Fit(xData_Peak_Fit, *copy_Lorentzian_Fit))
axes.scatter(xPlot, yPlot, s=1)
mng = plt.get_current_fig_manager()
mng.full_screen_toggle()
plt.draw()
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plt.pause(1)
plt.close(f)
def _Lorentzian(x, cenL, ampL, widL):
return ampL*widL**2/((x-cenL)**2+widL**2)
def _Lorentzian_Fit2(x, cenL1, ampL1, widL1, cenL2, ampL2, widL2):
return _Lorentzian(x, cenL1, ampL1, widL1) + \
_Lorentzian(x, cenL2, ampL2, widL2)
def _Lorentzian_Fit(x, cenL3, ampL3, widL3, cenL4, ampL4, widL4, cenL5, ampL5, widL5, cenL6, ampL6,
widL6, cenL7, ampL7, widL7, cenL8, ampL8, widL8):
return _Lorentzian(x, cenL3, ampL3, widL3) + \
_Lorentzian(x, cenL4, ampL4, widL4) + \
_Lorentzian(x, cenL5, ampL5, widL5) + \
_Lorentzian(x, cenL6, ampL6, widL6) + \
_Lorentzian(x, cenL7, ampL7, widL7) + \
_Lorentzian(x, cenL8, ampL8, widL8)
""" Section 2 - Load Data """
# Name the new map. (File_Name) Load the data with ((File path, File name, Data type, number of rows to
drop), Position in the merged data frame, Nr. of columns that dont belong to scans).
File_Name = "3-3-2021"
Input_folder = r"U:/My Documents/Desktop/Master thesis\Data Tjom\EuOCl S7\Raman\raw\3-3-2021 oxy
steps"
dfref = Rename_Columns(Load_Data(r"U:/My Documents/Desktop\Master thesis\Data Tjom\empty oven",
"475C 500ms 30 avg_1810037U1", "csv", 9), 1, 2)
df1 = Rename_Columns(Load_Data(Input_folder, 'experiment_1810037U1', "csv", 9), 1, 2)
#df2 = Rename_Columns(Load_Data(Input_folder, 'Oxy conc 848 - 16816.2_1810037U1', "csv", 9), 2, 2)
#df3 = Rename_Columns(Load_Data(Input_folder, 'Ramp 03 (430-500)_1810037U1', "csv", 9), 3, 2)
# Merge the seperate data frames into one dataframe and correct reference header
Reference_ColumnNames = ["Wavenumber (cm-1)", 'Dark1']
for i in range(1, len(dfref.columns) - 1):
Reference_ColumnNames.append("Scan " + str(i))
dfref.columns = Reference_ColumnNames
Data_Frames = [df1] # Add an extra data frame if more files are combined
df_merged = reduce(lambda left, right: pd.merge(left, right, on=["Wavenumber (cm-1)"],), Data_Frames)
df_merged = df_merged[["Wavenumber (cm-1)", 'Dark1'] + [c for c in df_merged if c not in ["Wavenumber
(cm-1)", 'Dark1']]] # Add the extra dark here
Total_scans = len(df_merged.columns) - (len(Data_Frames))
merged_ColumnNames = ["Wavenumber (cm-1)", 'Dark1'] # Add the extra dark here
for i in range(1, Total_scans):
merged_ColumnNames.append("Scan " + str(i))
df_merged.columns = merged_ColumnNames
df = df_merged.astype(float)
Total_scans = (len(df.columns) - (len(Data_Frames) + 1))
""" Section 3 - Correct data: baseline, normalize, dark"""
Show_D0 = False # If set to True a plot with peak fit will be shown for all measurements
Measurement = 'Experiment'
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Integration_Averages = 1
skip_measurements = 0 # Choose whether or not you want to skip measurements
Higher_Baseline = 17800 # Insert
Lower_Baseline = 17550 # Insert
Baseline_Type = 'mean' # Choose between mean or min of the baseline range. Insert between '...'
Reference_Peak_Lower = 14680 # If a reference is substracted enter the range of the peak or area for which
python needs to determine how many times the reference is substracted
Reference_Peak_Upper = 14950
start_Temp = 0 + skip_measurements # Choose a start Temperature when the x-axis should be a temperature
(Calibration) and 0 for Time (Experiment)
end_Temp = start_Temp + Total_scans - skip_measurements
xData = list(range(start_Temp, end_Temp)) # Is used for a temperature or measurement x-axis
xTime = [] # Is used for a time x-axis
#for i in xData:
# if i <= len(df1.columns):
#
xTime.append((i * 0.25))
# else:
#
xTime.append((i * 0.5) - 132.25)
for i in xData: # Insert formula here to convert the xData to time (based on time per measurement)
xTime.append((i * 0.5))
Dropped_scans = [] # Is needed to correct the lists so the x and y axis stay in sinc
Poisson_Distribution = []
dfref['Scan 1'] = dfref['Scan 1'] - dfref.iloc[:, 1]
for i in range(1 + skip_measurements, Total_scans + 1):
sample = 'Scan ' + str(i)
if i <= len(df1.columns) - 2:
Dark = 1
elif (len(df1.columns) - 2) < i <= len(df1.columns) + len(df2.columns) - 3:
Dark = 2
else:
Dark = 3
if df[sample].max() > 60000 or df[sample].max() < 30000: # Can be changed to filter out measurements
with too much or too litle signal
df = df.drop([sample], axis=1)
del xTime[i-(1 + len(Dropped_scans) + skip_measurements)]
Dropped_scans.append(sample)
else:
df[sample] = df[sample] - df.iloc[:, Dark]
# df[sample] = df[sample] - dfref['Scan 1']
reference sample
# df = substract_reference(df, dfref)
that changes linearly between measurements

# if sample needs to be corrected for a constant
# if sample needs to be corrected by a reference sample

Poisson_Distribution.append(df[sample].max()/100)
df = correction_energy_conversion(df)
df = normalization(baseline_correction(df, Higher_Baseline, Lower_Baseline, Baseline_Type))
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print(Dropped_scans)
os.chdir(Input_folder)
File_Name2 = File_Name + ' converted data'
df.to_excel(File_Name2 + '.xlsx', index=False)
""" Section 4 - Calculate integrals for the 5D1 peaks based on the assigned peak ranges """
Int_peak1 = []
Int_peak2 = []
lower_peak1 = 18100
higher_peak1 = 17993
lower_peak2 = 17993
higher_peak2 = 17930
count = 1 + skip_measurements
while count <= Total_scans - len(Dropped_scans):
for n in range(1, 3):
a = globals()["lower_peak" + str(n)]
b = globals()["higher_peak" + str(n)]
c = globals()["Int_peak" + str(n)]
Int = integrate.simps(y=df.iloc[give_index(a):give_index(b), count + len(Data_Frames)])
c.append(Int)
count += 1
""" Section 5 - Deconvolute 5D0 peaks (Lorentzian peaks) and calculate peak integrals """
x_peak = [16244, 16152, 16080, 15976, 15889, 16250] # Insert guesses for the peaks used for the
deconvolution if more or less peaks are added: add or remove variabels in _Lorentzian_Fit
Lower_Deconvolution = 15650
Higher_Deconvolution = 16550
xData_Peak_Fit = list(range(Lower_Deconvolution, Higher_Deconvolution, 1))
Int_peak3 = []
Int_peak4 = []
Int_peak5 = []
Int_peak6 = []
Int_peak7 = []
Int_peak8 = []
Lower_Bound = []
Upper_Bound = []
y_error = []
assignment = False
correction = 0
dummy = 1 + skip_measurements
while dummy <= Total_scans:
df_label = "Scan " + str(dummy)
while True:
try:
while True:
try:
df2 = df.iloc[give_index(Higher_Deconvolution):give_index(Lower_Deconvolution):, :]
xdat2 = df2["Wavenumber (cm-1)"]
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xdat2 = xdat2.values.tolist()
ydat2 = df2[df_label]
ydat2 = ydat2.values.tolist()
if assignment == False:
a=3
for x in x_peak:
prefix = "L" + str(a)
df2 = df.iloc[give_index(x + 50):give_index(x - 50), dummy + (len(Data_Frames))]
A = df2.max() - 5
globals()["cen" + str(prefix)] = int(x)
globals()["wid" + str(prefix)] = 10
globals()["amp" + str(prefix)] = A if A > 0 else 0.1
Lower_Bound.extend([(x-50), 0, 0])
# Add lower bounds for [peak center, peak width,
peak amplitude]
Upper_Bound.extend([(x+50), 100, 100]) # Add upper bounds for [peak center, peak width,
peak amplitude]
a += 1
assignment = True
ParameterBounds = [Lower_Bound, Upper_Bound]
# Change p0 if peaks were added or removed
popt_Lorentzian_Fit, pcov_Lorentzian_Fit = scipy.optimize.curve_fit(_Lorentzian_Fit, xdat2,
ydat2, p0=[cenL3, ampL3, widL3, cenL4, ampL4, widL4, cenL5, ampL5, widL5, cenL6, ampL6, widL6,
cenL7, ampL7, widL7, cenL8, ampL8, widL8], bounds=ParameterBounds)
perr_Lorentzian_Fit = np.sqrt(np.diag(pcov_Lorentzian_Fit))
copy_Lorentzian_Fit = popt_Lorentzian_Fit
for i in range(3, 3 + len(x_peak)):
# create separate list for the cen, amp, wid for each peak called: pars ..
globals()['pars_' + str(i)] = popt_Lorentzian_Fit[0:3]
popt_Lorentzian_Fit = np.delete(popt_Lorentzian_Fit, [0, 1, 2], axis=0)
globals()['error_' + str(i)] = perr_Lorentzian_Fit[0:3]
perr_Lorentzian_Fit = np.delete(perr_Lorentzian_Fit, [0, 1, 2], axis=0)
# calculate the Lorentzian peaks based on the cen, amp and wid for each peak
a = globals()['pars_' + str(i)]
globals()['voigt_peak_' + str(i)] = _Lorentzian(xData_Peak_Fit, *a)
# calculate the area for the seperate peaks
globals()['area_' + str(i)] = np.trapz(globals()['voigt_peak_' + str(i)])
# add the peak integrals to the seperate list for each peak
peak_integral = globals()['Int_peak' + str(i)]
peak_integral.append(globals()['area_' + str(i)])
# make the result the new guess to reduce calculation times
globals()['cenL' + str(i)] = a[0]
globals()["ampL" + str(i)] = a[1]
globals()["widL" + str(i)] = a[2]
if globals()["ampL" + str(i)] or globals()["widL" + str(i)] == 100 or 0:
globals()["ampL" + str(i)] = 80
globals()["widL" + str(i)] = 10
if Show_D0 == True:
Plot_Graph_D0(xdat2, ydat2)
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A = Int_peak1[correction - 1] + Int_peak2[correction - 1]
# Add or remove pars_...[1] and [2] if peaks were added or removed
peak_sum = pars_3[2] * pars_3[1] + pars_4[2] * pars_4[1] + pars_5[2] * pars_5[1] + pars_6[2] *
pars_6[1] + pars_7[2] * pars_7[1] + pars_8[2] * pars_8[1]
sum_error = 0.0
for i in range(3, 3 + len(x_peak)):
fit_error = (((globals()['pars_' + str(i)][2] * A)/(np.pi * 2 * peak_sum))**2 * (globals()['error_' +
str(i)][2]))**2 + (((globals()['pars_' + str(i)][1] * A)/ (np.pi * 2 * peak_sum))**2 * (globals()['error_' +
str(i)][1])**2)
sum_error = sum_error + fit_error
sum_error = np.sqrt(sum_error)
y_error.append(sum_error)
print(sum_error)
correction += 1
print('status: ' + str(dummy))
break
except RuntimeError:
assignment = False
del xTime[correction]
del Int_peak1[correction]
del Int_peak2[correction]
print(dummy)
break
break
except KeyError:
break
dummy += 1
""" Section 6 - Convert integrals to a dataframe, define peaks for peak ratio and prepare results."""
# Change integral column_stack and .columns if peaks were added or removed
integral = np.column_stack((xTime, Int_peak1, Int_peak2, Int_peak3, Int_peak4, Int_peak5, Int_peak6,
Int_peak7, Int_peak8, y_error, Poisson_Distribution))
integral = pd.DataFrame(integral)
def Temp(E, y, R):
return (-E/(0.695 * np.log(y/R)))-273
deltaE = 1841
R = 0.083

# Enter the found values from the Boltzmann Fit to convert peak ratio to Temperature

integral.columns = ['Time', 'peak1', 'peak2', 'peak3', 'peak4', 'peak5', 'peak6', 'peak7', 'peak8', 'y_error',
'Poisson_Error']
integral['5D0_ratio'] = integral.apply(lambda x: (x.peak4 / x.peak3), axis=1)
integral['5D1_ratio'] = integral.apply(lambda x: (x.peak1 / x.peak2), axis=1)
integral['peak_ratio'] = integral.apply(lambda x: (x.peak1 + x.peak2) / (x.peak3 + x.peak4), axis=1) # Define
the peak ratio you want to calculate here
integral['y_error'] = integral.apply(lambda x: x.peak_ratio * x.y_error, axis=1)
integral['Temp'] = integral.apply(lambda x: (Temp(deltaE, x.peak_ratio, R)), axis=1)
integral['peak_12'] = integral.apply(lambda x: ((x.peak1 + x.peak2) * x.Poisson_Error), axis=1)
integral['peak_34'] = integral.apply(lambda x: ((x.peak3 + x.peak4) * x.Poisson_Error), axis=1)
integral['Poisson error'] = integral.apply(lambda x: ((0.695 * x.Temp**2/ deltaE) * (np.sqrt((1/x.peak_12) +
(1/x.peak_34)))) / np.sqrt(Integration_Averages), axis=1)
integral.to_excel('Int ' + File_Name + '.xlsx', index=False)
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D0_ratio = integral['5D0_ratio']
D1_ratio = integral['5D1_ratio']
peak_ratio = integral['peak_ratio']
Time = integral['Time']/60
y_error = integral['y_error']
Temperature = integral['Temp']
Poisson_Error = integral['Poisson error']
""" Data analysis of an experiment """
if Measurement == 'Experiment':
fig, ax = plt.subplots()
ax.scatter(Time, Temperature, color="red", marker="o", s=5, label="Intensity ratio")
ax.errorbar(Time, Temperature, yerr=Poisson_Error, fmt='none', ecolor='black', elinewidth=1, capsize=3,
errorevery=5)
ax.set_xlabel('Time (hours)', family="serif", fontsize=20)
ax.set_ylabel('Temperature', family="serif", fontsize=20)
ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(ticker.MultipleLocator(1.0))
ax.xaxis.set_minor_locator(ticker.MultipleLocator(0.5))
plt.yticks(fontsize=16)
plt.xticks(fontsize=16)
ax2 = ax.twinx()
ax2.set_ylim([2.0, 2.5])
ax2.plot(Time, D0_ratio, color='blue', label="D0 intra level peak ratio")
ax2.plot(Time, D1_ratio, color="green", label="D1 intra level peak ratio")
plt.yticks(fontsize=16)
plt.show()
""" Data analysis for a calibration - Boltzmann Fit """
if Measurement == 'Calibration':
yData = peak_ratio
xData = Time
def func(x, a, b):
return a * np.exp(-b/(0.695*(x+273)))
# function for genetic algorithm to minimize (sum of squared error)
def sumOfSquaredError(parameterTuple):
warnings.filterwarnings("ignore") # do not print warnings by genetic algorithm
val = func(xData, *parameterTuple)
return np.sum((yData - val) ** 2.0)
def generate_Initial_Parameters():
# min and max used for bounds
maxX = max(xData)
minX = min(xData)
parameterBounds = []
parameterBounds.append([minX, maxX]) # search bounds for a
parameterBounds.append([minX, maxX]) # search bounds for b
# "seed" the numpy random number generator for repeatable results
result = differential_evolution(sumOfSquaredError, parameterBounds, seed=3)
return result.x
# generate initial parameter values
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geneticParameters = generate_Initial_Parameters()
print(geneticParameters)
# curve fit the test data
fittedParameters, pcov = curve_fit(func, xData, yData, geneticParameters, maxfev=10000)
print('Parameters: \nR0: ', fittedParameters[0], '\ndelta E: ', fittedParameters[1])
modelPredictions = func(xData, *fittedParameters)
absError = modelPredictions - yData
SE = np.square(absError) # squared errors
MSE = np.mean(SE) # mean squared errors
RMSE = np.sqrt(MSE) # Root Mean Squared Error, RMSE
Rsquared = 1.0 - (np.var(absError) / np.var(yData))
print('Dropped scans: ' + str(Dropped_scans))
print('RMSE:', RMSE)
print('R-squared:', Rsquared)
# Make-up statistics for Boltzmann figure
text = str('R0: ') + str(round(fittedParameters[0],3)) + str('\ndelta E: ') + str(round(fittedParameters[1],0)) +
str('\nRsquared: ') + str(round(Rsquared,4))
# graphics output section
def ModelAndScatterPlot(graphWidth, graphHeight):
f = plt.figure(figsize=(graphWidth / 100.0, graphHeight / 100.0), dpi=100)
axes = f.add_subplot(111)
# first the raw data as a scatter plot
axes.plot(xData, yData, '.r', markersize= 2)
# create data for the fitted equation plot
xModel = np.linspace(min(xData), max(xData))
yModel = func(xModel, *fittedParameters)
# now the model as a line plot
axes.plot(xModel, yModel, linewidth=1, color='black')
axes.set_xlabel('Temperature') # X axis data label
axes.set_ylabel('5D1/5D0 peak ratio') # Y axis data label
plt.figtext(.15, .75, text)
plt.title('Boltzmann fit', fontsize=26)
plt.show()
plt.close('all') # clean up after using pyplot
graphWidth = 800
graphHeight = 600
ModelAndScatterPlot(graphWidth, graphHeight)
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